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Dr. Merl Baker's Resignation Accepted
ROLLA, Mo., Oct. IS-Dr. Merl
Baker resigned today as chancellor of
the University of Missouri-Rolla
campus, effective immediately. This
timing is in accordance with the
precedence established by the
departures in recent years of a
University president and chancellors
on the Columbia and St. Louis campuses.
University of Missouri President C.
Brice Ratchfords said "I accept Dr.
Baker's request to be relieved of the
duties of chancellor and thank him for
his willingness to undertake another
important assignment for the
University. Merl Baker has been a
dedicated , enthusiastic and persistent
chancellor of the University of
Missouri-Rolla. He has given many
years of leadership and devotion in the
office of chancellor. We have talked in
recent months of a new assignment. "
Chancellor Baker has agreed to
conduct an in-<lepth study of the
University's administrative structure
as a special assistant to the president.
He and Mrs. Baker are presently
continuing their annual vacation which

ends next month. They will return to
Rolla and reside here during this
special University-wide assignment.
President Ratchford added that "I
am naming Dr. Dudley Thompson,
dean of faculties at UMR, as acting
chancellor. I shall very soon name a
search committee to begin the process
of finding a new chancellor, a task
which I hope can be completed before
the end of the present academic year. I
would hope that a successor to Chancellor Baker can be on the campus at
Rolla by the beginning of the 1974-75
academic year."
President Ratchford also pointed out
that UMR has prospered since Dr.
Baker assumed the chancellorship in
1963. During this decade the UMR
faculty has almost doubled, nine
graduate research units have been
added and more than five times as
much outside funding is available this
year as was available in 1963. UMR now
offers B.S. degrees in IS areas, compared to 12, has added five Ph.D.
degree programs-plus the Doctor of
Engineering-compared to only seven

doctoral' programs in 1963. In addition,
more than one-half the graduates to
ever receive degrees in the history of
this 103-year-old campus did so during
Chancellor Baker's tenure.
In announcing his resignation on
campus today , Chancellor Baker issued
the following statement :
"At the Board of Curators meeting
June, 1971 , President Ratchford
outlined an 'Agenda for Action' which
included, as an important and integral
part, a study of the administrative
structure at both the University-wide
and campus levels.
"To help meet this objective,
President Ratchford has asked me to do
an in-<lepth institutional research study
as special assistant to the president.
This national survey of administrative
systems is expected to take approximately seven months. It appears
to be most challenging and the experience gained should be mutually
beneficial to both the University and
me.
"This has not been an easy decision
because Emily and I have enjoyed

student, staff, faculty and alumni
contacts so very much. However, I
agree with most management experts
who consider 10 years long enough to
serve in a top level admiriistrative
position such as the chancellorship.
Although it was difficult for me to reach
this decision , I can see greater gains
possible for UMR over the years ahead
with new leadership.
"Emily and I naturally take some
pride in the progress which has been
achieved since we came in 1963. And it
is a sincere desire to see whatever
accomplishments we may have contributed to further enhanced by continued growth and progress at UMR
that has compelled me to take this step.
" I would be derelict in not
acknowledging the excellent support
and cooperation I received from
students, faculty , staff and alumni
during these 10 years in Rplla . Both
Emily and I look forward to a continuation of many such relationships in
my new role at tbe University-wide
level.
"Thank you."
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Anticipation Mounts As Party Weekend Approaches
As many as 2,000 visitors are expected on campus Friday and Saturday
for traditional homecoming activities
at UMR. Separate programs for both
alumni and students ensure a busy
weekend for all concerned.
First event of the homecoming
weekend is a meeting of the MSM-UMR
Alumni Association Board of Directors
at S a .m. Friday. Alumni registration
begins at 11 a.m. and lasts through 5
p.m. at the Manor Inn. At 6:30 p.m. an
early arrivals dinner will be held for
alumni and faculty at the Manor Inn.
Students ' homecoming activities
begin Friday evening at 6:30 p.m. when
the 25 queen candidates and judges get
together at the University Center for an

informal interview session .
Alumni
registration
resumes
Saturday morning at 9 a.m . and lasts
until noon. Class reunion noon luncheons will be held at the Manor Inn for
the 50 years and over classes (1923 and
earlier) , 1928, 1933, 1935, 1943, 1945,
1953, 1955, 1963 and 1968 classes. The St.
Louis section of the Aumni Association
will host a hospitality session at the Pub
Mobile from noon to 1 :30 p.m. Mter the
game, alumni will hold their annual
awards banquet at 6 :30 p.m. at the
Manor Inn followed by the annual
meeting of the MSM-UMR Alumni
Association.
A breakfast for the queen candidates
and judges at 7:30 a.m. in the

University Center precedes the formal
interviews with the candidates.
Following the football game, John
Hartford and the Red , White and Blue
group will present a concert for
students at 6 p.m. in th" Multi-Purpose
Building. The annual homecoming
coronation dance begins at 9 p.m. in
Centennial Hall of the University
Center.
Both students and alumni will participate in pre-game and halftime
activities Saturday afternoon. Pregame ceremonies, beginning at 1:40
p.m., feature the annual pajama race
by members of the Interfraternity
Council. Mter the Miner Band plays the
national anthem during the flag raising

ceremonies the Marshfield High School
Band, directed by Franklin Dee Lewis,
will present a program of early jazz
music to conclude the pre-game
ceremonies.
At halftime of the game between the
UMR Miners and Central Missouri
State University (Warrensburg), tbe
program begins with a salute to alumni
by the Miner Band, directed by Dr.
David Oakley. Music ranges from
" Good Old Mountain Dew" to Glenn
Miller 's arrangement of "Little Brown
Jug. " The homecoming queen and all
the other 25 candidates will be introduced to the crowd by representatives of alumni , University administration and students.

Homecoming Schedule
FRIDAY, OCT. 26
S
a.m. - MSM-UMR
Alumni
Association Board of Directors meeting
11
a .m. - 5
p.m .-Alumni
registration , Manor Inn
6:30 p.m .-Early Arrivals ' Dinner for
alumni and faculty, Manor Inn
6:30-S p.m .-Informal interviews
wi th s tudents ' qu een candida tes ,
Uni versity Center

Governor Christopher Bond was featured as a speaker at the
College Government Conference at the University ' Center last
Friday. The day long event a Iso featured Chancellor Danforth from
Washington University and a number of workshops in the afternoon.
Photo by Chilton

SATURDAY , OCT. 27
7:30 a.m. - Breakfast in Miner
Lounge, University Center, for queen
candidates and judges
S- 11 a.m .-Formal interviews with
queen candidates, Mark Twain Room ,
University Center
9 a.m. - noon-Alumni registration ,
Manor Inn
12 noon-Alumni class reunion lun-

cheons, Manor Inn, for: 1923 and
earlier , 1925, 1933, 1935, 1943, 1945, 1953,
1955, 1963 and 1968 classes
p.m. - MSM-UMR
Noon - 1 : 30
Alumni, St. Louis Section, hospitality
room , Pub Mobile
1:40 p .m .-Pre-game ceremonies ,
Jackling Field
2 p.m .-Fottball game, Miners vs.
Central Missouri State University ;
Halftime ceremonies, intrduction of
homecoming queen and candidates
6 p.m .---{;oncert for students , John
Hartford and Red , White and Blue,
Multi-Purpose Building
6:30 p.m. - Alumni Association
Awards Banquet, Manor Inn
9 p.m.- l a.m.-Students ' Coronation
Dance, presentation and crowning of
homecoming queen, Centennial Hall,
Univers~ty Center.
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36 Class Days Left
ROLLA'S

Concert. John Hartford with
Red. White and Blue
Oct. 27
Oct. 28

M-PGym

6:30

ln3

NEWEST SHOE STORE

Movie. Little Fauss and Big Halsey
4: 00 & 6: 30
Cent. Hall

WOMEN
BASS
DEXTER
MOXEE
TROTLERS
BIBIANA'S
RED HOT
KEDS

In The Movies
J C SUPERSTAR
i<
Reaching the screen as a . .
i<
motion picture that is hip and AdmIred and, accl~lme~e~~
:
reverent, contemporary and one of the world s mos em
...
Biblical, religious yet lay , romantic drama, "Sunflower," I<
i<
traditional and iconoclastic, the which opens Wednesday at the I<
....
Norman Jewison film, "Jesus Ritz T h e a t r e . . . .
i<
Christ Superstar," comes
...
F
i<
tonight to the Uptown Theatre. "Sunflower" stars Sophia"
DAYS lE T IN THE
i<
"The title suggests two themes. Loren
an d
Marcello: NIXON A DM/N I STR ATIO Ni<
Jesus
Christ,
reverent Mastrolanm m top roles, wIth
i<
Biblical; and then Superstar: Ludmila Savelyeva, Russia's: ..................... ". ... ". ... ".".".". ~
hip contemporary. The ap- top film actress.
THETA TAU MUMS
proach I've taken for the screen
.
Sign
up
at
your
was to blend the two themes" Carlo PontI and Arthur Cohn
respective
The players for the movie produc.ed "Sunflower,". whi~h
organizations for your
were chosen through open was . filmed on locatIOns m
homecoming
mums.
auditions that attracted more RUSSIa and Italy, from the
Also on sa Ie Oct. 13
than 3000 young actor-singers screenplay by the noted
Student Union $1.
and d~ncers when they were scenarist, Cesare Zavattini.

MEN
BASS
DEXTER
MANLY
FREEMAN
TEXAS
KEDS
CONVERSE

SEE THESE NOW AT:

_TWEEDIE'S
.•

907 N. Pine 341-3333

E

held in London, New York and
Los Angeles.

Homecoming Bonfire
In the Spirit of Nostalgia and
Revival of an Old Tradition, the
Annual M-Club Homecoming
Bonfire and Pep Rally will
again be held. This years
assemblage will start with the
lighting of -the fire at 7:00 p.m.
Friday evening on the parking
lot south of the football field
(behind the locker room).
Included on th~ following
program will be our UMR
cheerleaders, the Miner Band,

the co-captains and ·Coach
Finley.
It seems that in the past, the
largest Bonfire at UMR was 18
feet round by 11 feet high . Any
combustable material that
Miners can give to break
this recud should be taken to
the lot starting Wednesday
night. Let's show the Mules how
well the Miners will ride
Saturday by firing up Friday.
Come one-Come all.

HAS A TIRE FOR
EVERYBODY
AND PERSONELL WITH
ER 150 YEARS EXPERIENC
TO BACK THEM UP.
We're the real proof
that Uniroyal Steel Radials
can take it. ..

UNIROYAL

STEEL BELTED RADIAL PLY

ZETA
40 ~

GUARANTEED

rnmm~
MILES

WHITEWALL

'~-J
(IINI;,RDY AL·
If: ~)
I

SAM'S

, ~~~~m~~aY'~~8~~ ~.~E ~

703-709 Rolla 51.

364·3137 or 3 6 4 ' 2 2 _

r---------------------- 1•
1

!
I
I
I
I

1
1
1
1
1

GRELLNER
SALES & SERVICE
INC.

1 Ph. St.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Robert H. Edwards, Mgr.
James 265-8829

Rolla, Mo. 65401

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
I
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Chancellor Baker's Farewell to UMR
At the Board of Curators
meeting in June, 1971, President
Ratchford outlined an "agenda
for action" which included as an
important and intrical part a
study of the administrative
structure, both at ~he University-wide and campus levels.
To help meet this objective,
President Ratchford has asked
me to do an in-depth institutional research study as
Special Assistant to the
President. Thi~ national survey
of administrative systems is
expected to take approximately

seven months. It appears to be
most challenging and the experience gained should be
mutually beneficial to both the
University and me.
I have, therefore, decided to
resign as Chancellor.
President Ratchford and I
have been di&cussing the
possi bility of this type of
assignment for several months.
His response to the survey, as
well as that of the Board, will
have a bearing on the specific
duties of my future role with the
University, but President
Ratchford has assured me it
will be an important one.

This has not been an easy
decision because Emily and I
have enjoyed student, staff,
faculty and alumni contacts so
very much. We naturally take
some pride in UMR's progress
since we came in 1963 .
However, I agree with most
management experts who
consider 10 years long enough to
serve in a top level administrative position such as
the chancellorship. Although it
was difficult for me to reach
this decision, I can see greater
gains possible for UMR over the
next five years with new
leadership. And this maximum

progress is most important to
me in gratification of my
contributions to date, whatever
they may have been.
In this University-wide work,
r will be very much interest in
UMR, along with the other
campuses, and I look forward to
continuing excellent
relationships with each of you.
We will continue to reside in
Rolla through this academic
year. I plan to attend a national
professional meeting and - in
the next few weeks - complete
my annual vacation, after
which specifics for the survey
will be formulated.

The recent leaves have been
very beneficial, health-wise,
and I look forward to assuming
full duties next month.
I feel very close to the group
assembled here and thank all of
you most sincerely fOl' your
support and numerous contributions over the years.
Please continue your interest in
UMR and support the new
Chancellor. As a Universitywide officer, I hope I can count
on your help in my new role.
BEST WISHES !!!
Merl

Missouri Miner
. University of Missouri - Rolla

Hartford and Red, White & Blue

John Chappel, shown above, gIVing his outstanding
performance of "Clarence Darrow: Defender of the
Damned"; last Wednesday in the University Center.
Photo by Blanc

KMNR Final
Deadline: Nov. 1st
KMNR, your student service
station, will be "on the air" on
or before Nov. 1st. To this date,
difficulties beyond our control
ha ve plagued the construction
and delivery of our new transmitter. With these obstacles
overcome, we at KMNR expect
to be broadcasting no later than
Nov. 1st. The installation and
testing of the new equipment is
expected to be completed some
time this week, with FCC approval and permission to· signon within the next week(s).
To make up for some lost
time, KMNR will be broadcasting 24 hOll-S a day. This
. schedule will be in operation for
as long as we can keep our
announcers going, possibly until
the end of this semester. Not
only will you be able to hear us
when you wish, our new
equipment will allow us to
provide a total stereo program,
including stereo taped material.
KMNR, in addition to
providing the best in today's

music, is planning once again
the "Greaseball", on Nov. 17th.
Also in the plans are, a "KMNR
Night At The Movies", a
possible concert or two, and
getting rid of some records we
have duplicates of or no longer
need.
If you have an announcement
your organization would like to
have broadcast starting in
November, bring the information by the studios (the
blue door of the old cafe), and it
will be on the air as soon as we
are.
More information on our
programming will be distrubted
on campus this week, including
discriptions of some new
feature programs. Our music,
news, and features are directed
. to you, the student, so your
views and comments are appreciated. Drop us a line, or
give us a call: Radio Station
KMNR, Box 203A Mining Bldg.
341-4272 or 341-4273.

Search Committee
for New Chancellor
With the announcement of
Chancellor Baker's resignation,
the job has begun to find his
replacement. President Ratchford has proposed to set up a
"search"
committee
to
nominate men to fill the
position.
The committee will consist of
seven members, two university
administr.ators, three UMR
faculty members, and two UMR
students. The committee will
then try to make recommendations to President Ratchford, who will then make the
final decision.
President Ratchford will

choose the two university administrators who will sit on the
committee. The three faculty
members will be chosen by
Ratchford from a list of six
nominated by the academ\c
committee.
The two student members of
the committee will be selected
from a list of four, nominated by
the UMR Student Council. Any
student interested in serving on
this committee is urgep to stop
by the Council office and pick up
an application form. The form
is designed to give the council a
brief. The Council will decide on
its nominees at a meeting to be
held on October 30.

Bluegrass Concert
for Homecoming '73
This is the time of the year Boatwright , Dale Whitcomb never been to Rolla . He admires
when the frost is on the pumpkin and Dave Sebolt. All are ex- contemporary musicians Bob
and the warm afternoons of cellent musicians with a flair Dylan, Leo Kottke and Seals
Indian Summer with its multi- for good showmanship. Ginger, and Crofts. Earl Scruggs ,
colored fall leaves and hayrides the female vocalist, just may famous country folk artist and
ending with the traditional leave Rolla ranked high among banjoist is said to have inglowing embers of hickory, ash Miner affections for beautiful fluenced Hartford's career
tremendously .
and oak bonfires. This is women.
John Hartford, infamously The concert will start at 7:30
without emotion of the exciting
Saturday afternoon football known for composing "Gentle p.m.; this Saturday night at the
games topped off with a couple on My Mind", may be just the Multi-Purpose Building. Tickets
of glasses of cider or hot-spiced musician needed to bring down are $1.50 each with a limi.t of 2
wine. Truly, it is a magnificent the house at the Multi-Purpose ID and students only will be
Building this Saturday night. A admitted. Tickets go on sale
time of the year.
What better time of the year solo performer, John Hartford October 24-26 betwee.n the hours
to listen to music typical of our takes pride in both his ability to of 10 a.m. and 4 ~ . m. ~ the foyer
American Heritage than now? compose music and perform it of the New Umverslty Center.
And what better groups to listen in front of an audience. He has After the concert, startmg at 9
to than Red, White and Blue and composed an amazing 10,000 p.m. the Homecoming Dance
songs and of the 10 albums he will . commence at the CenJohn Hartford?
Red, White a~d Blue will s~rt ha.~ cut his favorite among the tenmal. Hall of the New
our Homecommg concert With partisans has been "Morning University Center. The group
that will perform is "Together"
an array of bluegrass music and Bugles".
Although Hartford claims Los and the theme of the
will set the stage for John
Hartford in what should be one Angeles as his home, he. is ~om~o~mg Danc~ .will . be
of the most exciting concerts of originally from St. LoUIS. Zodiac. All of this IS bemg
the school year. Red, White and Hartford has made many brought to you by the Student
Blue is composed of four college concerts in his career Union Board.
people: Grant and Giner but to my knowledge he has

•
•
UMR witnessed the completion of another new structure on campus recently with the
opening of the doors to the new Chemistry Building. Lab equipment has already been
moved into the building with the faculty and secretarial offices in the process of
transition.
Photo by Blanc
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Homecoming

UMR Chamber Choir To Perform Concert
This weekend , Oct. 19-20, will
be full of' activities for both
college and high school music
students at the University of
Missouri-Roll a.
Fr iday, Oct.l9, the 24-voice
UMR Chamber Choir will
present a fa ll concert at 8 p.m.
in Centenni al Ha ll of th e
University Center . There is no
charge for the concert and the
public is welcome to attend.
Saturday morning Oct. 20,
high school students from the
eight-county South Central
District of the Missouri Music
Educators ' Ass ociation will
a udition for pos itions in
Missouri 's first All-state High
\ School Chorus. The chorus will
perform in January at the
Missouri Music Educators '
annual meeting in J efferson
City.
There are 25 high schools in
Cr a wford , Dent Fra nklin
Gascona de , Ma r'ies, Osage :
Phelps and Pulaski counties
which may send candidates to

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1973

the district auditions. From
candidates
three
th ese
sopranos, three altos , three
tenors, three basses and fo ur
alterna tes will be chosen.
Judges for the competition
are Muri el Hatfield, Rolla ,
Debbi Katz , Rolla, Gregory
Prudom , Fort Leonard Wood ,
and Harold Clevela nd , Rolla .
Also on Saturday , about 60
high school music students and
their directors will participate
in the second annual South
Centra l Chor a l Literature
Clinic. The clinic is an extension
a cti vity of UM R 's music
program and is co-sponsored by
the Missouri Music Educators'
Associa ti on and Shattinger
Music Company of St. Louis .
Objective of the clinic is to
introduce the participants to the
lates t musi c av a ilable for
chorus use and help them impro ve the ir sight reading
abilities.
All three activities are under
the direction of Joel Kramme,
instructor in m usic at UMR.

Hand SS Woes
TH[R(S SOlf.TH I~· YOU KIDS OUGHTA

KNO\l- JUST 'CUZ YOU'VE GOT A

DIPLOMA DOESN T MEAN YOU'VE

GOT A JO~! IIHO REALLY
NEEDS A HUi'lAHITIES

I
Let Curt's Help You
Put It Together For

HOMECOMING
With the finest in Men's Wear

&
HAVE
A

Attractions

A Summary Of Events
Homecoming activities on the
campus of the University of
Misso ur i-Ro ll a a r e set fo r
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 26-27.
d'Arcy Holt, 34 Fair Oaks ,
St. Louis, is chairman of the

International
Night
Seems as if there's not too
much going on Friday night of
Homecoming Weekend. So why
not drop by the Coffeehouse
(nee Cellar Door ), basement of
the Episcopal Church at 10th
and Main , about 9:30? The
International Fellowship will be
sponsoring an International
Night, complete with dress and
music from those countries
r epresented at UMR . The
highlights will be international
fa shions - colorful and exotic
dress from many countries and in addition , dances and
songs from the U.S., Iran , India,
Venezuela , Vietnam , Turkey
and Mexico. Instrumentation
and guita rtistry from around
the world will accompany the
songs.
The price of admission is 50
cents , and refreshments will be
served. Anyone who wishes to
participa te may call Kul
Bhassin, 341-3415, or Ben Lau,
364-9951. For a pleasant break
from the usual party weekend
activities, come on over and
bring your date.

UMR students' Homecoming
Comm ittee which is responsible
for ma king it a memora ble
weekend .
Ajunior in chemistry, d'Arcy
is a member of the Student
Union Board which provided the
organization for many of the
a tudents campus -wide activities .
Events
planned
for
homecoming weekend by the
committee
include
a
Homecoming Queen competition, a General Lectures
Concert featuring John Hartford and the Red, White and
Blue and the Homecoming
Coronation ceremonies at the
traditional
Homecoming
Committee are :MISSOURI
Bates City Pauletta
France, Route 1, sophomore in
mathematics
Bridgeton - Tom Rechtien
12666 Longsdale Dr., junior U;
ci vil engineering
Chesterfield
Gary
Kallmeyer, 14156 Cross Trails
sophomore in computer scienc~

Dellwood - Mike McCar thy,
1552 Chelsey Dr. , junior in
metallurgica l engineering ·
Edina - Melanie Miller, 304
W. Lafa yette, sophomore in
chemistry
Florissant - Monica Lapp,
6670 Dallavis Dr. , junior in
psychology
Hazelwood - Rex Cramer,
160 Foxtree Dr., freshman in
metallurgical engineering
Independence
Larry
Shipbers, 3101 Northern , freshman in English
Kansas City - Jim Riordan ,
4112 Lindeman , sophomore in
nuclear engineering
Kirkwood - Sue Braaf, 427
Lindeman , sophomore in
nuclear engineering
Manchester
Colleen
Collins, 363 Palermo, senior in
mathematics
Rolla - Mike Cerulo, Route4 ,
senior in electrical engineering
andRuth Legsdin , 711 West 11th
St., senior in history.

Christopher Jew~ers
805 Pine Street .

****

Catering to UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

Inter state 44 f<f Highway 63

Rolla , Mo. 65401

T elephon e 31 4 -364 -1575
This fabulous Inn is located at the Gateway of the Ozarks. It's picturesque setting on a bluft
overlooking the thriving city of Rolla affords the guest with a view not to be forgotten. The urban
area of the city, along with the well-known University of Mo.·Rolla (MSM), forms a wondrous
background of glittering lights as well as· a complete view of one of the most traveled interstate
highways.
The Manor itseU is the utmost in tradition and hospitality. The ultimate service that you dream
about is a must with the owners and management. Staff members are trained to provide you with
this desired lUxury.
The rooms are furnished in excellent taste. For the comfort and convenience of the guest the
following services are provided: color television operating from telecable, room phones with 24hour switchboard service, one day valet service, and room service from our dining room.
The dining areas feature the famous Crystal Room, and for special parties the new Angus
Room. The Banquet and Convention Rooms accommodate from 6 to 600 people. For weddings and
other special occasions the decor is most appropriate, and these events are catered with Old
World courtesy and service. With all of these fine facilities you can stili dine In casnal attire. The
"come as you are" is for the convenience of the traveler with a large or small family.
This unique Inn offers beverages in a setting of Yesteryear. Truly named, the Carriage Lounge
provides a delightful atmosphere of relaxation and enjoyment.
The Manor Inn-realizing that the traveling public desires more than just a sleeping room, food,
and drink-has now opened a new ultra-modern Recreation Room. The decor and equlpment are
the fin est that can be obtained. The very best in color TV and stereo music-pool table-bowling·
pinball-all kinds of game tables·ping-pong-cards-chess-checkers and many other features. The
entire room is for your pleasure; luxurious chairs and divans afford the guest with nothing \lut
comfort. Be our guest and enjoy the best.
The Manor Inn's outdoor swimming pool Is a must for seasonal relaxation. The poof Is
maintained at the highest level and surrounded with pool furniture to enable our guest to enjoy the
outltoor atmosphere and derive the most from the sun.
The Manor Inn buildings are so arranged that the guest can enjoy a park·like area for picnics and
other outdoor activity, while a mple parking space provides convenient door parking. To further
assist our guest we honor all major credit cards and the use of our reservation system. A courtesy
car will enable our guests to have transportation to and from the airport and bus termlnal. Last
but not least the adjoining property houses a fabulous collection of vintage cars, and a very fine
selec tion of art work. So when you visit the Manor Inn, be sure to see the Autos of Yesteryear.

woggrry

When you are in our vicinity, eve n if you can' t spend the nJght, stop and say hello. We have nothing
to offer but Courtesy, Comfort, and Pleasure.
Your Host,
Th lanur Inn, Inc.

- --

Council Appropriations
The following chart is a
breakdown of the money
allocated to various campus
organizations by the Student
Council.
All the grants were made by a
careful
study
of
the
organizational activities,
membership, finances , and
benefit to the school and student
by the Student Council.
First the organizations made
requests and were reviewed and
questioned
by
the
Appropriations Committee. At
the next Student Council
meeting the committee brought
their recommended grants
forth and answered questions
voiced by the members.
Discussion was then held and
the recommendations amended
and voted through. Fourteen of
the recommendations were
passed as presented and four
were amended.
If there are any questions
arising to you, consult your SC
rep. or the SC office. I will
review a few of the most contested issues forthrightly.
FUND REQUESTS REJECTED
Five organizations were
given on financial aid. It was
felt that no religious favoritism
could be extended to the
Newman Center and International Fellowship. The
Council decided that the SUB
had been funded adequately by
the school and could not be
supported financially by the SC.
It was decided the Blood
Committee should go to the
multi-million dollar Red Cross
for their blood expenses. If you
do not give blood, you may not
reCeive blood free and the
students who weren't donors
would be paying for something
they could not benefit by. The
Arnold Air Society's books
showed their members had not
Members
l.

Organization

raised much money on their
own iniative and a banquet was
listed as one of their reasons for
request.
Amendments Raise Funds
Rugby and soccer were given
$100 amendments because of
their successfulness, spirit and
school pUblicity. They had also
raised quite a bit of money
independently and showed
great resourcefulness in
speeding. A $150 Women
Engineers ' to strengthen their
position on campus with the
rapid influx of the "fairer sex."
Debt Assistance Conbtested
The allocation of $200 to the
"Indepdenent Party Weekend"
to help -payoff a $475 debt was
the most hotly contested
recommendation.
After long deliberation, it was
decided that by giving them the
money to overcome undue
hardships, the entire student
body will benefit in the final
analysis.
The decision stems from the
point that the weekend is in
essence planned for all Miners.
The Council feels that a bit of
compassion from all sides will
lend in uniting the student body
on wider horizons. As times 'Ire
changing the differences and
tensions between the campus
organizations on party weekend
are melting together-to have a
great time! ! !
The debt was due mainly to a
theft of $300 in meat and a dance
that fell below expectations.
The Council felt that if they
were helped back on their feet
then maybe they can show us
those
great
times
on
campus. Incidentally, if you will
thumb through that shiny new
year book of yours you will note
a bunch of "Greeks" seated at a
table of Independents Party
Weekend.

21

Pershing Rifles

3.

17

Marching

Minerettes

5300

$200

$738

5100

5200

Sl50

4.

35

India Associa'tion

38

Raider

Detachment

$125

$125

6.

15

UMR Water Polo Club

$600

$300

UMR Raoio Club

7.

31

Iranian
Assoc.

9.

18

13

Psychology

$150

5150

Students

$200

5100

Students

S215

5150

Assoc.
10.

2 by University Police
To:
Academic
Council ,
University of Missouri-Rolla;
Student Council, University of
Missouri-Rolla ; Editor,

- - Zane White on the Drug Problem

feel it is imperative to correct.
(8 student signatures )

As students , we wish to
The above petition was
protest the actions of the
University Police in the written as a result of the arrest
Humanities-Social Sciences of two students last week on the
campus of the University of
building on October 19, 1973.
Two university policemen Missouri-Rolla. The letter
were waiting outside a raises questions concerning the
classroom at 10:20 in order to right of the UniverSity police to
arrest two students who were in make arrests on campus, and
the class. While this action was their information sources
not illegal, it was assuredly of leading to these arrests.
questionable rationality. If their Members of the Miner Staff
crime had been of a violent talked to Lt. Owens of the
nature (i.e. murder, robbery, University Police, and to Phelps
etc.) the disruption caused by County PTosecutor, Zane White
the arrest could be justified. But in an effort to find out what the
it hardly seems necessary to facts were leading up to the
make such a dramatic display arrest, and the reasons for
of power in the halls of a lear- using the University police to
ning institution for a crime in make the arrests.
Three students were arrested
which there was no victim.
It has come to our attention last Friday, two on campus, and
that the campus police were one off campus. The three were
acting on information provided Michael Zitz, Frank Sulze, and
by an informant acting for David Holman. Holman and
them, and that they have Sulze were charged with the
utilized informants on other "Sale of Marijuana". Michael
occasions. We would like to Zitz was charged with the "Sale
know if the University is using of LSD" , the "Sale of
our fee and tax money to pay Marijuana", and the "Sale of
Amphetamine". Sulze and
police informants.
We have also learned that Holman are out on $2,000 bond,
there are at this time little or no and Zitz is still in the city jail
regulations or restriction pending $7,000 bond.
Zane White, Phelps County
placed on University Police
when they act in any function Prosecutor, was interviewed as
other than traffic safety. This is as to the role of the state in the
a serious oversight which we arrests. He explained the for-

mation and use of a Highway
Patrol team . The arrests were
the result of a program started
last year by the Missouri State
Highway Patrol. The Patrol
trains men to act as undercover
agents , and sends them out
throughout the state looking for
dealers in illegal drugs.
Members of this team were in
Rolla last spring, and secured
the evidence against the three
who were arrested. Since the
success of the team depends on
their "cover" charges are not
filed until later , when the agents
are available for testimony. Mr.
White went on to say that teams
are still coming through Rolla,
and that evidence is being
compiled on more individuals.
Mr. White says that the investigations are not limited to
the students, but are concerned
with the "native" population of
the town as well. The point of
the program, as far as Rolla is
concerned, is that by having
narcs in the areas where drugs
are sold, the people selling the
drugs will be less hesitant to seli
out in the open. Mr. White feels
that this will help keep drugs
from becoming a predominant
factor in both the town , and the
University.
University Police Lieutenant
Owens explained why the
arrests were made on campus,
instead of the usual manner:
Continued on Page 16
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$200

5.

8.

3 Students Busted

Amount Requested Final Amount

UMR Blood 'Commiltee

2.
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Student Union 'Board

$1000

Rugby Club

51005

11 .

50

12.
13 .

80(est) Interna'tional
Fellowship
58 Black Students Assoc.

SI000

5500

14 .

25

Soccer Club

$300

S200

15 .

15

Arnold Air ' Society

S150

16 .

S2650

17 .

Society of Women
Enqineers
Newman
Center
-

18.

-

35

Independent
Party
Weekend 'Committee
Totals :

$600

5450

S150

$500
547'i

5200

S7858

$2925
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Note From Highway Patrol
Tests Given At UMR Concerning Out-of-State Licenses

For Interested High School Students

High SChDDI s tuden ts in teres ted in engineering can find
.out whether they have the
aptitude in tests tD be given at
the University .of MissDuri-RDlla
Feb. 23, 1974.
The testing prDgram, the
NatiDnal Engineering Aptitude
Search (NEAS), is sponsDred by
the
JuniDr
Engineering
Technical SDciety (JETS).
Examinations measure ability
in
fDur
areas-verbal,
numerical,
science
and
mechanical cDmprehensiDn.
Students in grades 9-12 are
eligible tD take the tests.
ApplicatiDns may be .obtained
frDm high school cDunselDrs and
ShDuld be returned by Dec. 1 tD
PrDfessDr Jerry Bayless at
UMR. Bayless is coordinatDr
fDr JETS in the area sDuth .of the
MissDuri River (except St.
Louis and Kansas City where
tests alsD will be given).
The RDlla examinatiDn will
start at 8:30a.m . in UMR's Civil
Engineering AuditDrium and
will take apprDximately three
hDurs.
PrDfessDr Bayless says that
students WhD take the tests will
recei ve persDnal repDrts .of the

results .of their tests with an
explanatiDn SD that each can
cDmpare his .own abilities and
qualificatiDns with .other
students acrDSS the cDuntry. He
explains that the tests are
designed tD supplement-nDt
replace
existing
IDcal
prDgrams, but that students
may wish tD include test SCDres
in applicatiDns fDr admissiDn tD
engineering cDlleges.
The UMR prDfessDr stresses
the impDrtance .of students
taking the tests as early as
possible in their high school
careers. "Then they will be able
tD select CDurses, such as
science and mathematics,
which are prerequisites fDr
admissiDn tD engineering
cDlleges," he adds. PDinting .out
that the demand fDr engineers is
increasing, ~ayless sayd , "The
natiDn badly needs engineers tD
sDlve such prDblems as the
energy crisis , envirDnmental
prDtectiDn, transpDrtatiDn,
cDmmunicatiDns, hDusing-and
many .others. These challenging
pDsitiDns will be filled by thDse
nDW in high schDDI. We hDpe that
this engineering aptitude
search will help diSCDver this
critically needed talent."

MEXICAN

2. The faculty and staff
members emplDyed full-time at
the University are cDnsidered
as residents .of the state .of
MissDuri apd as such are

Wesley
Requests
Hearing

An attDrney representing Dr.
James Paul Wesley , assDclate
prDfessDr .of physICS, has adVised the Umverslty .of
MlssDun-RDlla that ~r. Wesley
IS requesting a hearing befDre
the Academic Te~ure. CDmm~ttee .of the Umverslty .of
MlssDurl-RDlla.
.
.
The prDcedurewhlCh wm nDW
be fDllDwed Will be In accDrdance with SectiDn .7 .of the
University Academic Tenure
RegulatiDns .of the University .of
MiSSDuri, apprDved by the
BDard .of CuratDrs .on March 17,
1972.
Wesley , WhD was appDinted tD
Dining Room -Orders to go Open Daily 11 a.m.
the UMR faculty in 1964, was
Hvq,' 63 So.
MOo 364-1971 Closed Monday nDtified .of his suspensiDn by the
University .on charges .of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ "mDral
_ _ turpitude"
_ _ _Oct.
__
4. _

.DELICIOUS

1. Students WhD are paying
nDn-resident tuitiDn and attending UMR are exempt frDm
purchase .of MisSDuri plates.
This exemptiDn extends tD
family members .of such
students except fDr thDse family
members WhD have accepted
full-time emplDyment in the
state.

The MisSDuri State Highway
PatrDI and .other law enfDrcement agencies have .observed an increasing number .of
Dut-Df-state license plates
displayed .on vehicles .operated
in this area. SDme CDncern has
been expressed that faculty
members, staff and students at
the University may nDt be
cDmpletely aware .of MisSDuri
Statutes relating tD licensing .of
mDtDr vehicles. FDr YDur infDrmatiDn, the laws are
essentially as fDllDWS:

required tD purchase MIsSDuri
license plates and to hDld a valid
MissDuri driver'S license.

3. Individuals WhD feel they
have special cases ShDUld
cDntact Mr. Terry CDssette at
the license bureau (364-7848) tD
resDlve any questiDns.
The MissDuri State Highway
PatrDI had indicated that they
will institute sPDt checks .of
vehicles bearing Dut-Df-state
licenses in this area.

FOOD
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"So," said the young man
with a shrug, "what can I do
about it?~' How sad it was.
Watergate, Israel, Agnew what could he do about it? What
could any of us do? How sad it
was.
It seems only yesterday that
the yo ung were marching ,
chanting , throwing rocks and
smashing windows under the
illusion they could build a better
world overnight. And when that
illusion slowly died , they turned
inward on themselves .
" Oh, they still want to help
their fellow man, " said the
university president at a dinner
party, smiling wryly, but now
they've all decided to become
doctors so they can become rich
and respectable while doing it. "
How sad that is.
It is always sad when illusions
die. And last week was the
saddest I remember. Two of the
things I most treasure in this
world are Israel and our own
world democracy.
I shared with the Israelis the
illusion of their invincibility.
And I shared with many
Americans the illusion of our
democracy 's immutability. And
last week proved the Vice
President of the United States
was a crook.
"So everybody knows there
are a lot of crooks in
Washington ," said the uncaring
young man. " So one finally got
caught. So what?"
How sad that is. For any
democracy survives on faith
alone. And if the next
generation has lost faith ... How
sad that is.
All through the long week,
images from out of the past
came floating through my

mind. Standing on the rocky ,
arid Golan Heights after the Six
Day War looking down on the
Syrian plains below. Two young
Israeli soldiers - cocky and
funny as are so many Israelis laugh ing a bout how they 'd
captured a Syrian tank in the
recent fighting and , not having
time to disarm the crew, simply
gave the Syrian tank commander directions to the
nearest Israeli post where he
could properly surrender.
Which , they said, he did .
Or the young Israeli Air Force
colonel on the barren sands of
the Sinai explaining how the
Israelis now enjoyed air
supremacy
because
the
Egyptian Migs outnumbered
them "only five to one" - and
meaning it.
Or an interview with
President Golda Meir , she
talking like a Brooklyn Jewish
mother ("God forbid, our boys.
.. "). She talking confidently of
Israel's
new
"naturally
defendable borders ." ConfidentlY ' always confidently .
I knew there was justice on
the Arabs' side. Yet my mind
dwelt only on these young
Israelis I had come to love,
dying on the sandy deserts and
rocky heights as their naturally
defenda ble borders were
overrun. What of their illusions
now ? How sad it was.
And the picture on the
television screen. Republican
matrons frantically cheering
their hero , Mr. Agnew , as he
promised, " I will not resign if
indicted !" Where are their
illusions now? Where are all our
illusions? How sad it was.
Yet maybe it is for the best.
Maybe illusions are luxuries we

.................

Israelies, no longer convinced
of their invincibility, will be
more willing to compromise for
peace in the Middle East.
Maybe Americans, no longer
convinced of the infa llibility of
their leaders, will take charge
of their fragil e democracy
themselves - making it impossible for rich men to buy
contracts or candidates .
And maybe , in a way, the
young are right. Maybe each of
us should give up the illusion
that we alone can drastically
better the world. Maybe each of
us should concentrate on what
we have the full power to do to drastically better our own
little worlds, making them good
and decent and honorable.
So maybe, just maybe, wars
and crooks will die with our
illusions .
NOTICE
ATTENTION:
ALL UMR COEDS
Upcoming soon will be
the
election
of
Basketball
Cheerleaders for the 7374 campaign clinic dates
are Nov_ 6, 8, 12 with
tryouts Nov. 13. Clinic
will be at 6:30 in the
Multi-Purpose Building.
Time and Place for
tryouts
willbe
announced.

Leat/ing Conservative
Leaves CUr'ato.s
In a letter to Gov. Christopher
S. Bond dated Oct. 17-Judge
William H. Billings said that he
"ca nnot devote necessary time
to adequately perform the
obligations of a curator." He
will resign January 1 from the
University of Missouri Board of
Curators.
Billings sin ce 1965 , has
missed 10 of the last 22 board
meetings in possible violation of
a state statute covering
curators' attendance. The law
states that a curator's office
"shall become at once vacant"
if he misses a regular board
meeting for reasons other than
sickness or accidents.
Billings works as associate
judge of the Missouri Court of
Appeals at Springfield Missouri
which did take up a considerable amount of his time.
He said that he "had no
apologies" for his attendance
and did not believe he had
violated the law. Governor

Bond will be responsible for
filling the vacancy on the nine
member board, subject to
Senate approval.
Irvin Fane, president of the
Board of Curators, said Billings
" has been a valuable colleague
when we are going to miss very
much."
A question now will be just
how much infl uence on the
Board of. Curators did Billings
have. Despite missing 10 of 22
meetings, his presence was
evident and his influence was
felt. He was considered the
leading conservative on the
board. He was an advocate of
strict treatment of demonstrators at the university in
May 1970.
The Board of Curators, plays
an important part in big
decisions for all University of
Missouri campuses. We 'll see if
we notice any difference down
here in little old Rolla.

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out
Michelob & Bottle Beer
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla
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Ga~ma

Alpha
Delta Is Active '
Members
of
Acacia permost part of the barn .
Fraternity and s tude nts at Twenty members of Acacia and
UMR, worked with Gamma twenty girls from Cottey
Alpha
Delta
ser vice . College tinned one side of a
orga ni zation , on a recent barn; repaired, scraped, and
weekend project at McGennis painted the remaining sides of
Youth Center in the southwest the barn; laid carpet in a
part of Missouri. The picture is trailer; and surveyed for an ice
of the tin crew tinning the up- skating rink for the area youth.

Ron Craven sights through transit while (from left) Rusty Crane, Rich Linck, and Dave
Brockman watch. Thes are four of the seventeen Phi Kaps who went to Union, Mo., this
past weekend to do a uti lity survey for Ca mp Mo-Va I.

Phi Kaps and GAD Do Survey

Darrell Rachels (upper left), Blake Mastin (upper
right)' Leo Valla (center), Craig Jakubs (lower left),
and Marty Henson (lower right) are shown at work on
a recent GAD project.

MEN!-WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No

ex-

perience required. Excellent
pay . Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career . Send
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. 0·3 P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles , Washington

Gamma Alpha Delta is an
organization of nine fraternities
and two Sororities that contribute their time and efforts to
help needy people and
organizations. When help is
requested by someone or an
organization the different
member fraternities and
sororities bid on the project.
The member or members who
agree to do the project then set
a date to evaluate the work to be
done and they go to the sight of
the work. After this preengineering trip the project
chairman can estimate the size

WELCOME MINERS

$3.00

98362 .

Campus Gcue

of the work force needed and the
amount of work to be done. The
work is then done and any expenses such as travel costs and
food are paid by some funding
agency . Several sponsoring
agencies for Gamma Alpha
Delta are the Rockfeller Fund,
Fund for Human Development,
Presbyterian Other Benevolent
Fund, United Ministries in
Higher Education and United
Methodist.
This past weekend Phi Kappa
Theta, a member of Gamma
Alpha Delta, did a utility survey
for Camp Mo-Val. Camp Mo-Val

is a camp owned by the
Missouri Conference of United
Church of Christ just outside
Union, Missouri. It allows poor
people, elderly citizens and the
retarded an outlet to country
life. The men of Phi Kappa
Theta did a survey to find the
location and make a map of the
water lines , underground
telephone lines, overhead power
and telephone lines, sewer lines,
pump houses , valve connections, and many buildings at
Camp Mo-Val. This project was
funded by United Methodist.

RAN CO INC.
807 Rolla Street
Rolla, Missouri
Phone 364·4332 or 364·4722
SAVE UP TO $60.00 on MAGNAVOX color TV's
During Remodeling Sale
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IfC-Rolla Clean-Up
...,-

o
Fraternity men grouped for this picture before the start of the I FC-Rolla clean-up ·
Saturday morning. It was a very successful project for the second year in a row.
Photo by Blanc
This past Saturday, Oct. 20, provided the manpower to pick year the project was held in
the fraternity men of UMR up the street litter about Rolla. conjunction with Broyles
pitched in to clean up the trash The bagged litter was then Distributing Co. of Rolla. This
and litter about the streets of collected by various men's year the project was a comRolla. The UMR Interfraternity clubs of Rolla and hauled to the bined effort of the UMR
fraternities 'and several Rolla
Council, the represen ta ti ve Rolla dump,
body for the twenty UMR
This is the second year that men 's clubs ., The clean-up was
fraternities, combined the ef- the UMR Interfraternity very successful and hopefully
forts of the member fraternities Council has coordinated the wili inspire the townspeople and
into the clean-up project. efforts of the Greeks into a UMR students to "Pitch In For
Approximately 250 Greeks Rolla clean-up project. Last Rolla."

Student Jobs Index
ROLLA, M.', Oct. -Lots of
University of Missouri-Rolla
students and their wives need
jobs. And, lots of Rolla area
businessmen and residents need
workers. Getting them together
is the goal of a new job referral
service in the UMR Student
Financial Aid Office.
Director Ray Pendergrass
says that the office tries to fill
requests for part-time or fulltime workers, either for regular
or occasional work. "Several
Rolla firm s have already hired
students or student wives
thro ugh our office," Pendergrass says. "Ri ~ht now
. employers wanting workers and
workers wanting jobs are just
about equal. The only trouble is

that not all of the jobs available
are the ones students have
registered for and vice versa ."
Students and student wives
are available for all sorts of
jobs. These include construction.
work , service station work,
painting, yard work, chauffeuring , sales work , baby sitting , housework and church
organist.
There is no charge for the
service to either students or
employers. The only restriction
is that student applicants
cannot have already received
aid through the financial aid
office. Interested employers
and workers should contact
Mrs. Katie McDaniels', 106
Parker Hall, phone 341-4282.

r;'~~~T ~!~~E~S~~:~~ 'I
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Read The Miner

Six bulls are
better than
one.
Six pak,
Eight oz.
cans

JOE-MINER RING
EXCLUSIVELY AT

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
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Homecoming

Te rry McAlliste r
Alpha Epsilon Pi
McAllis ter
will
Terry
brighten up the homecoming
scene as the queen candida te
representing Alpha Epsilon Pi.
Terry is a vivacious 5'6" brown
haired, brown eyed lass who
hails from St . Louis. She is now
attending SMS at Springfield ,
ma jor ing in English. 1'Jle
brothers of Alpha Epsilon Pi are
proud to present Terry as their
choice for Queen and feel that
she will make a welcome addition to the homecoming scene.
She will be escorted by Bob
Gold, a junior at UMR.

The brothers of Kappa Sigma
take gr eat pride in introducing
c andidate
for
their
Homecoming Queen 1973, Miss
Jan Napier . Jan hails originally
from St. Louis, Mo., where she
was graduated from Rosati
Kain High School in 1971.
She is currently a junior at the
Uni ve r sity
of
Missouri Columbia, majoring in Home
Economics with a special interest in dietetics . Her first two
years of college were spent at
Southeast Misssouri State
University where she was vice~
president and Dietary Committee Rpresentative for her
dormitory and also a member of
the Ass ocia tion of Women
Students. An attractive, browneyed brunette, Jan 's outside
interests lie in sewing, dancing,
bowling , and volleyball .
The men of Kappa Sig are
confident that Jan 's warm
smile and magnetic personality
wi ll
ma ke
a
perfec t
Homecoming queen.

Bea Barbarito
Engineers' Club

Engineer 's Club is proud to
present its 1973 Homecoming
Queen Candidate, Miss Bea
Barba rito . She is a 1973
graduate of Ballard Memorial
High School and is presently
attending Paducah Community
College in Paducah, Kentucky .
Miss Barbarito's hobbies include sewing, swimming, water
skiing and horseback riding .

The Men of MRHA are extremely pleased to present Miss
Teresa Dillahunt as their Queen
Candidate for Homefcoming 73.
We feel she has all the qualities
that we have been looking for in
a candidate.
Miss Dillahunt is a vivacious
5'7" , hazel-eyed blonde who is
very active in school affairs.
Teresa is presently a senior at
Southland High School at
Arbyrd , Mo. , while her home is
Cardwell, Mo. She has been a
cheerleader for 3 years, an
active member of FTA and
FHA . Teresa represented
Southland in the FHA District
Convention. She is working hard
on organizing the schools annual and local paper for this
year. Teresa received the honor
last year as being named
Southland's most beautiful
coed.
Her community activities are
limited in quantity because of
her school activities, but she
does serve as a volunteer
worker in the local hospital in
her spare time.
Teresa 's
hobbies
are
bicycling , swimming and
collecting stray pets in order to
find them a proper home.
Teresa is being escorted by
Jeffery A. Gibson.
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J a n Nap ie r
Kappa Sig ma
Ann Carmic hael
S igma Nu
Beve rly Ha ll
Tria ng le
The men of Triangle are
proud to have Miss Beverly Hall
r epresent them as their
Homecoming Queen Candidate.
Bev is a svelte 5'6" light brown
haired beauty. She was a 1972
St. Joseph Lafayette graduate
and is now a sophomore at
William Woods College.
.####~"" " ,q""""""",,"""

The men of Acacia are proud
to present Miss Jane Wilson as
th eir c andidate for 1973
Homecoming Queen.
J ane is a 1973 graduate of
Poplar Blu ff Senior High
School. Her ac hievements
there included : secretary of her
sophomore, junior, and senior
classes ; president of the F uture
of
America
Teachers
president of the Spanish Club;
president of the Debate Club ;
treas urer of the Studen t
Council ; and mem bership in the
National Honor Society. She is
presently enrolled as a freshman at Three Rivers Community College, where she is
an advisor to the President of
the Student Senate .
We believe Miss Wilson is the
appropriate choice for 1973
Homecoming Queen.

The brothers of Sigma Nu are
pleased to announce that they
are represented by Miss Ann
Carmichael as candidate for '
Homecoming Queen.
A so phom or e psychol ogy
major here at UMR. She is a
member of Zeta Tau Alpha
Sorority and a Little Sister of
Lambda Chi Alpha. Last year
she served on the St. Pat's
Queen Court and as the Rollamo
Queen.

Teresa Dilla hunt
MRHA
Representing P hi Ka ppa
Theta is Miss Debbi Egerstrom,
a graduate student in counseling and student personnel at
the Univers ity of Mi ss our iColumbia. Miss Egerstrom is a
member of Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority and her major interests
include most outdoor sports ;
particularly water and snow
skiing and horseback riding.
During the past two summers,
Debbi has co-directed a youth
recrea tion program and has
studied at the University of
Missouri -Ka nsa s City. Dave
Rinas will be Debbi's escort..
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Mary Mc Gui re
S igma Pi
The Brothers of Sigma Pi are
pleased to present Miss Mary
their
1973
McGu ire as
Homecoming Queen Candidate.
Ma ry is a gr aduate of Xavier
High School in St. Louis and is
presently in her junior year at
J ew ish Ho spita l School of
Nursing . Ma ry, who enjoys a ll
outdoor sports , is lOOking forward to her third year of Rolla
party weekends .

J ane Wilson
Acac ia

Mo ni ca Ha nce
Ta u Kap pa Eps il o n
Th e men of Ta u Ka ppa
Epsilon present Miss Monica
Hance as our candidate for
Homecom ing Queen. Monica is
a 5'2" brown-eyed brunette
beauty from St. Louis where she
is e m pl oyed as a denta l
assistant.
She will be escorted by her
fiance, Gary Schwartz.

Debbi Ege rstrom
Phi Kappa Th eta

1973

........
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The Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity has chosen Miss Lin
as
their
1973
Houston
Homecoming Queen eandidate. '
Lin is a former student of
Arkansas State University, but
now is employed as a secretary
in Jonesboro, Arkansas.
She is 'a n attractive 5'10" red
head, whose hobbies include all
sports, and she is especially
interested in modeling. She
hopes to become a professional
model someday ,
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The sisters of Kappa Delta
sorority are proud to have
Paula Marcellus represent
them as their 1973 Homecoming
Queen candidate,
Kappa Delta feels that she is
deserving of this honor because
besides being active in Kappa
Delta, she is a member of the
Rollamo staff, the University
Choir, Gamma Alpha Delta,
and Crescents, Paula .was also
on the court for GDI queen.
Paula will be escorted by
Randy Hughes,
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Gail Richardt
Delta S igma Phi
The Brothers of the Delta
Sigma Phi Fraternity are proud
to announce their selection of
Miss Gail Richardt as their 1973
Homecoming Queen candidate.
Gail resides in Kirkwood,
Mo., and will be escorted by
Brother Mark Wilson , She is
presently
attending
the
University
of
Missouri·
Columbia, as a freshman in the
Honors College with hopes of
attaining a degree in Biology .
The men of Delta Sigma Phi
feel that Gail would make an
outstanding Queen for the 1973
Homecoming festivities.

Sue VonFange
Beta Sigma Psi
The Brothers of Beta Sigma
Psi are proud to present Miss
Susan G, Von Fange as their
1973 Homecoming Queen
Candidate.
Sue, a lovely 5'4", 19 year old
brunette from Kirkwood ,
Missouri, presently attends
Patricia Stevens Career College
in SL Louis. She is pursuing a
career in interior decorating. At
Patricia Stevens she is involved
in
several
clubs
and
organizations. Art and singing
are among her foremost interests,
The Brothers of Beta Sig feel
that they will be well
represented by Miss Von Fange
as their queen candidate.
Susan's escort will be Brother
mark SchoedeL

Deborah Mercer
Lambda Chi Alpha

Lin Houston
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Tau Gamma is proud
to announce Susan Lynn Gorczyca as their candidate for
Homecoming Queen. "Suzi", a
5'1" brunette, is a 1970 graduate
of Francis Howell High SchooL
She attended Deaconess Nursing School for two years and is
presently working as a nurse's
aid at Schreiner's Residence in
Newburg. Suzi is married to
brother Joe Gorczyca and has a
six month old baby girl, Amy.
She enjoys sports, knitting and
playing the guitar. Sig Tau is
honored to have Suzi as their
candidate.

Susan Gorczyca
Sigma Tau Gamma
,############,#,###'##'#"#""'~#"

The Brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity are
proud to present their Queen
Candidate for the 1973 UMR
Homecoming, Miss Debbie
Mercer, Debbie, a striking 5'6"
brunette, comes from Arcadia,
Florida, where she is employed
as a secretary for DeSoto
Correctional Instisution.Debbie is a 1972 graduate
from DeSoto High School in
Arcadia , During high school she
was a varsity cheerleader, a
member of the Sub-Debs
organization,
Key
Club
Sweetheart, and Homecoming
Queen.- Debbie , an activ e
sports enthUSiast, enjoys all
sports includ ing football,
basketball, baseball, and rodeo,
Living in the country most of
her life, Debbie enjoys swim·
ming, hunting , water skiing and
horseback riding.- Her escort
will be Ken Hurley.

Donna Lupo
Sigma Phi Epsilon
The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
are proud to present Miss
Donna Lupo as our candidate
for this year's Homecoming
Q.ueen,
Donna is a 1972 graduate of
Mehlville High SchooL She is
presently employed by Aetna
Insrllance Co, in SL Louis while
also attending night classes at
Meramec Community College.
Among Donna's special interests are party weekends
where her warm personality
and genuine interest in
everyone should make her an
outstanding queen.
She will be escorted by her
fiance, Brother Frank Opfer,

Paula Marcellus
Kappa Delta

"·#"""~""""""'f"""""·

Paddy Doyle
WRHA
The women of the WRHA are
most pleased to present Miss
Paddy
Doyle
as
their
Homecoming Queen candidate,
Paddy is a sophomore majoring
in Life Science here at UMR and
is one of the outstanding
members of the WRHA. Her
many
activities
include
cheerleading, representing
WRHA to the GDI Board of
Governors, participating in
intramural sports, and pledging
Kappa Alpha's Little Sister.
Last semester, she was voted
Outstanding Freshman by Phi
Kappa Phi. Paddy hopes
eventually to work as a zoo
veterinarian.

Dixie Keena
Delta Tau Delta

The men of Theta Xi are
proud to announce the selection
of Miss Nancie Loyet as their
1973 Homecoming Queen
Candidate. Nancie is 20 years
old, 5'7" tall, has -brown eyes
and lovely, long brown hair. She
is currently attending Meramec
Community College where she
is majoring in accounting.
As an active sports enNancie
enjoys
' th usiast,
swimming, skiing, bowling and
football , In addition to her
sports interest, one of Nancie's
favorite pastimes has been
Rolla Party Weekends, Nancie
will be escorted by her fiance,
Gerry Schmitz,

Nancie Loyet
Theta Xi

""""""""""""""""""
The Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta are proud to present Miss
Dixie
Keena
as
their
Homecoming Queen Candidate.
The light brown haired , brown
eyed beauty is a senior at
Puxico Senior High School
where she is a cheerleader and
a majorette ,
Miss Keena is an avid
specta tor of all sports and is an
excellent seamstress, After
completing high school Miss
Keena plans to attend Southeast
Missouri State University and
major
in
special
education " We, the brothers
of Delta Tau Delta, feel that
Dixie possesses all the virtuous
qualities necessary for an
outstanding Homecoming
Queen.
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Discover America!
The dating game is confusing
at best even to an American.
How much greater is the
potential for confusion when an
innocent young foreign student
attempts to adopt this unique
custom? The resulting mayhem
can be humorous; it can also
teach us a bit about the foreign
viewpoint. Here is an article
written by an eligible young
UMR grad student from India,
. describing his
Rediscovery of America
My journey started on a chilly
morning at Palam Airport m
New Delhi a couple of years
ago. The United States of
America-a dreamland. At the
airport I was absorbed in
thought about my journey to
this most exciting land and ItS
people, culture and society.
Suddenly my thoughts were
interrupted by one of my friends
who had come to see me off at
the airport.
"Hi Kul " he said. "Going to
the States? Lots of beautiful
Meme Sahibs (Indian slang for
British women in the colonial
days ). You know how they
are! " I could understand from
his grin what he meant. Well, no
more thought of that. It was
time for me to leave: a modernday Columbus.
.
. .
The first thing I noticed mSlde
the airplane was an attractive,
smiling stewardess. I said to
myself, Woo! Looks encouraging! Half the way to the
U. S. a nice-looking, blonde,
Swedish air hostess came to me
and started to talk. "How are
you? Where are you going?"
and so on. I began to contam
myself, for according to Indian
culture one should not talk to a
girl when he is a studentcomplete abstinence. But then I
said to myself, I'm a human
being . It is hard for me .to
discipline myself as an ascetIc.
I should try to find a middle-<>fthe-road. So I found the courage
to pull my mouth muscles
together to smile. at her and
realized by thiS tIme that she
was gone. So I had missed my
first opportunity. But at least
she got me started.
.
Well my airplane fmally
touched American soil. While
coming down , I felt in spirits
like Columbus rediscovering
America in all its variety and
many dimensions. I arrived at
school and then settled down m
my apartment. In the morning I
went to my department on
campus to get acquainted. An
attractive secretary greeted me
with a wide smile and sounded
very friendly. Over a period of
time I began to know better, and

Need A
New or
Used Car?
-Cadillac
- Pontiac
- Datsun
-GMC Trucks

I always enjoyed talking with
her. Well, after a month in the
States while talking to an
American friend I received a
briefing on the dating system,
and in particular how to ask a
girl out. The method certainly
appealed to me, in contrast to
the Indian system in which the
parents take care of the entire
process, including finding the
bride for you.
Working on his tips, I decided
to ask out the secretary that I
had met the first day. The next
time I saw her I casually
mentioned, "There's a very
interesting movie downtown."
"What is it?" she said. Thinking
she had reacted favorably, I
hesitantly decided to ask her,
"How about a date this Friday
then?" "What!" she exclaimed.
"I'm
married!"
After
recovering from the shock I
said to her, "Well, in my
country a married woman puts
a color dot on her forehead .
Anyway, my apologies, and how
about you and your husband
coming over to dinner?" Fine.
We'd love to. Listen, to save you
any more trouble, here a
married woman puts a gold rmg
on the third finger of her left
hand." What we had here was a
cultural information gap.
While telling the incident next
day to one of my American
friends he told me of one of hiS
experi~nces with a Chinese girl
in New York . He told me that
after repeated attempts to get a
date with her , he had finally
managed to get her to visit the
Metropolitan Museum With
him . At the appointed hour , she
showed up at the musuemalong with ten of her girl
friends. Several weeks later,
she still couldn't understand
'why the man hadn't asked her
out again.
NOTICE
Homecoming Dance
GDI Sponsored
9 p.m. -1 a.m. Oct. 27
Diamond Jim Band
National Guard Armory
Refreshments Available
Nonmembers $2, stag or
drag

Homecoming Queen

Candidates Continued
KATHLEEN WARREN

Barbara Ross
Zeta Tau Alpha

Miss Barbara Ross is Zeta
Tau Alpha's 1973 candidate for
homecoming queen.
Barb a sophomore at UMR,
is curr~ntly in Genral Studies,
but she plans to transfer to the
UMC campus next year to study
journalism. She graduated from
Rolla High School in 1972.
Not only does Barb act as
Zeta's rush chairman, but she IS
also active in the Crescents, or
the Little Sisters of Lambda Chi
Alpha . In addition to her school
and outside activities, Barb
holds a part-time job at the
library.
The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha
are pleased to have Barb
representing them in the upcoming events .
Barb's escort for the weekend
activities will be Bob Ajhar.
~###############~#######~#

Jan Stock
Campus Club

,####¢##,,~,#,#,#,#########

Marcy Bie llier
Kappa Alpha

lENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

Sn

Pe

NOTICE
Cycling Club meeting
Tues., Oct. 30 6 : 30 p.m.
Rm 202-203 Old Student
Union Bike ride Sun.,
Oct. 28 1 p.m . from old
student union .

Babette Spiry

BARBARA DOLAN
Miss Barbara Dolan, the
candidate representing Tech
Club, is a 1972 graduate of St.
Pius X High School and a
former member of the girl's
track team . She is currently a
sophomore majoring in medical
technology at Notre Dame
College in St. Louis where she is
on the Dean's List. After classes
and studying, she works
weekends as a nurse's aid at
Alexian Brothers Hospital and
still finds time for her hobbies of
sewing,
crocheting
and
swimming.
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GDI

.
"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70 ·
- PHONE: 364-1301
ROLLA,. MO. .
MARTIN SPRING DR.
:'

We, the men of Alpha Phi
Alpha would like to introduce
our S~eetheart and Candidate
of Homecoming Queen, Miss
Kathleen
Warren.
This
statuesque young woman of
beauty and grace hails from
Columbia, Missouri. She IS
presently
attending
the
University
of
MlssoUrIColumbia, where she IS
majoring in Journalism , a most
intellectual and approprIate
field for a woman of her personality and awareness. Her
activities in the Black Student
The
youth
Association ,
Association and the World
Affairs Organization display the
deep concern she has for the
present plight of humamty.
Thus it is with supreme pride
and 'great honor , that we
present Miss Warren as our
representative for the festIve
weekend.

PIZZA
ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
Open Daily

DIAL 364·2669
4p.m. to 2a.m. FOR TAKEOUTS &
7 Days a Week DELIVERY SERVICE
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DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
_Rolla. Missour~

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down ~nd
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the lob.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
this way. See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.

Special Datzun 240-Z
1'1/

Gryder Motors, Inc.
~
Rolla, Mo., 65401,
Phone 364-3783
"ONTIAC

"This is a specia I discount program for students. We
will be glad to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

H
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Coeds Adjust

Gertrude's Thoughts
I'm always happy to see all
the alumni that come around on
Homecoming. They're usually
the best way to judge what
comes out of this place and
enjoyed it. The rest of them
fellas turn into malcontents and
derelicts, or happy members of
the fringe of society. Everybody
knows where those sorts of
people go and being a member
of this establishment, well, I
just see'em on the sly.
The alumni that usually come
around are an interesting group
of people. They have all year to
gather up experiences and think
up stories and there is fire
shootin' out of their eyes.
There's stories about inventions
and millions of dollars and then
there's stories about all the
other Sunday affairs of life of
one who has matriculated. One
gets an idea of what goes on that
drives American industry by
the time everyone has had a
draft of beer. They all sit
around and tell all the good
things that have been done by
them and how everyone wIse
either built one·sided bridges or
dams that stopped upward
floods. There was this one group
of alumni that formed a con·
sulting firm and I was
priviledged to hear them ex·
pound on the fine points of
applied science.
The companies name was
Smith, Johnson and Jones
famed from the River Des
Peres to Elephant Rocks by
finding water, oil and used Ford
motor parts. I was on the lot
when they were inspectin my
jalopy, so I thought I'd chat with
'em before I shot their beady
eyes out. So I looks over and
stars Jones in the face saying,
"Hello boys, nice day for decent
folks , ain't it?"
OIs' Jones just kinda sits
there readjusting his lead pipe
while Smith recognizes me from
when I caught him cheating on a
name tag. He jaws on saying
"Well I'll be damned, if your
aren't the same old .. -that I
had for one week back in '57.
I'm proud to tell you that I
reformed under your in·
spiration lectures and am now
vice president of a world
famous engineering firm. You
remember Tacoma Nanows,
now don't you?"
Then Johnson goes, "Sure,
and did you know that we out
grossed every major firm in
America when we went building
those earth dams in South
Dakota. Not many firms get the
news coverage we do!"
I turned purple and looked
them rascals in the eyes and
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To Rolla

yelled, "You always were the
most worthless bunch of
bullshiters and I know damned
well that only in America would
people like you get ahead. Why
don 't you get a job with Penn
Central or Lockheed and leave
people alone?"
I hated to be mean an all on
Homecoming, but I'll be dang·
jiggered if they get some
regular Rolla folks involved in
one oth their damned schemes.
Next thing you know, they'll be
getting a good engineer and
they actually will build a better
disaster and sell it to Egypt.
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Send for your up·Io·dale, ISO·page.
mad order calalog. Enclose $1.00
10 cover poslage (deli ve ry lime IS
I 10 2 days!.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 1:2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477·8474 or 477·5493
Our research material is sold fer
research assistance only.

Yoga Lectures
The International Fellowship
will be holding the second in a
series of Yoga lectures: "A
Dialogue On Yoga," on Wed.,
Oct. 24th at 7 :00 p.m. in the
Maramec Room of the
University Center. Physical and
mental aspects of Yoga will be
discussed and demonstrated by
P. C. Mahata and J. Carozza.
Refreshments will be served.

NOTICE
UMR Scuba club is
having
a
meeting
Thursday, Oct. 25 at 7
p.m . in the classroom at
the
Multi.Purpose
building.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

I'll drink you under the
table.

What's Anny ROfC
likeatUMR?

Talk to Randy Lata11
at 341-4741.

NOTICE
All students interested
in serving on the Search
Committee should pick
up an application at the
Student Council office.
Applications are due
Monday, Oct. 29,and the
council
will
hold
interviews
for
the
positions that evening .
\ rill\'

ROTC
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Radio Club Goes
Worldwide
Have you often wonderd what Last year WOEEE founded
the strange antenna on top of the Missouri college Network
the Rolla building was for? which is ' an organization of
We ll ,
the
array
of college amateur radio sta tions
WOEEE uses the antenna to which meet on the amateur
'talk with other amateur radio radio bands to pass messages
operators around the world and from students at the various
within the U.S. WOEEE also schools to their freiends at the
uses its equipment to provide other schools. This year the net
commun ications
for
in- has expanded and is now known
tercollegiate friends, and to as the Interstate College Netprovide a
major
com- work. WOEEE is the control
munication link for the Inter- station and meets with stations
national Studies program from at Harvard, Princeton, Notre
Dame, Georgia Tech, Kansas
Rolla to Brazil.
K.U.,
Washi ngton
The Radio ,Club is working State,
with Dr . Robert Carlili and the University , and P urdue .The
International Studies program. purpose of the net is to initiate
WOEEE provides country to inter-university activities. The
country , state communications first major activity proposed by
between Rolla, Missouri and WOEEE was a chess match
P ura, Bra zil concern ing in between UMR and CMSU. Since
Brazil by amateur radio station then the radio clubs of Prudue,
PY8BX.PY8BX is owned by Indiana University, University
Senore Joa quin Gomex , a of Wisconsin , Colorado School of
Mines and Cloras College in
private citizen of Brazil.
WOEEE and PY8BX have Dubuque, Iowa in conjunction
provided communications in- with their chess clubs have also
strumental in obtaining braille fielded teams.
equipment for blind children
and obtaining engineering and
UMR students wishing to send
sc(ence textbooks for students noncommercial messages to
at the Federal for a program friends and relatives at these
which involves shipping a 65 schools and to other locations
foot , 85 ton clinic boat for a thioughout the U.S. may do so
group of missionaries in the through WOEEE. All you have
Amazon , WOEEE ha s also to do is fill out a messa~ blank
hydrology , and pathology. The and put it in the WOEEE Traffic
Radio Club will continue to help messages for the students
International Studies continue Union. Last year the Radio Club
the work being done if in handled 215 messages for the
Brazil.
students at UMR.

THE PLASTER KEY
PLASTER
CRAFTS
STATUARY
ACCESSORIES

Radio Club officers (left to right). Randall Staponski. College Network Manager;
George Schindler. Activities & Public ReI. Chairman; Randall Tucker. Secretary ;
Jerry DeHaven. operator and not present Rich McDonald. College Network Secretary.

Last but not least the Radio
Club provides a radio station for
the use of amateurs who are
students at UMR. WOEEE has
transmitting and receiving
equipment for radiotelephone,
radiotelegraph , and
radioteletype operations. The
station to the station is financed from members' dues, and
fund raising projects . If you find
WOEEE interesting, stop in and
look the station over. Who
knows , we could be talking to
someone in another part of the
world.

---

PRIN TED
SPO RTSW EAR
FOOTBALL
JERSEYS
CHECK OUR PRICES
FIRST. ALMOST
ANYTHING PRINTED
IN 60 SECONDS
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703 Pine 364-5495
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For Your Lover, Girl Friend, Sister, Mom,
Grandmother,-(or Other Female Friend)

SCHLITZ NON-RET. $1.21

Homecoming
Flowers

BUDWEISER MALT 12 OZ. CANS$1.21
SCHLITZ MALT 8 OZ. CAN S 88~
HAMM'S QUARTS 44~
OLD MI LWAUKEE QTS.

44 ~

Corsages from

$2 50

Nosegays from

$5 00

WHILE THEY LAST

509

Sunnywall Flowers
Hwv. 6.1 SOlllh
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Sensored
By ANDERSON AND ELVEN
Queen for a day ........ Coed Quotes: "better than in the past",
"ought to be able to ask anybody" , " takes a lot of time that I'd
rather be partying", "should be somebody from the school",
" having queen candidates is dumb" . What are these UMR coeds
talking about? Who tomorrow night's date should be? What 'they
think of open dorms? How to get help on next week's calculus
test? No. these girls are discussing the Homecoming Queen
Candidates for 1973, and in general they are expressing the varied
views of those on campus who think the contest is anything more
than a bunch of girls who get their smiling faces on a piece of
poster board for a week or two, or in the Miner for posterity.
Every year the subject of queen candidates rises from the ashes
of the coal pile, and far be it from us to let the girls go unmolested
this time around. The major gripe concerns percentages;
specifically the number 23 per cent. .Now besides being the
amount of work that B&G does in a year, or the amount of brain
power in Parker Hall, that number also represents the percentage
of queen candidates who are UMR coeds. The people who do said
~iping do it because they think that number is too small, like 77
per cent too small. Thus the 64-thousand dollar question, "Should
only coeds be queen candidates?" Several years ago when this
topic was brought up, the laughter was so loud that the steam
tunnels cracked, and the whole affair lead to the infamous "Don't
Bother. I'm a UMR Coed" T·shirts, now collector's items. But
times have changed, and today we find Miners dragging their
tongues from one end of the Quad to the other. There are 4108
students on campus, one-tenth of which are female. Is this
enought 0 feoget about the out-of-towners? Can UMR eliminate
the imports. cut deficit spending and push the balance of
payments out of the red ? No , says this year's Homecoming
Chairman. The Student Union Board has brought this up before,
only to file it in the bottom of the basket because "nobody would
participate." rJ1e organizations would feel like they were being
told what to do, and in effect they would be. What do other
campuses do ? They don't ever have to worry about it, because
they have extra coeds coming out of their ears (where ?). But at
least half of this year's crop of coed candidates (6 out of 26 ) have
faced the music before, thus raising 64-thousand dollar question
number 2. "Where is all that tongue-dragging scenery hiding
when pick-a-girl time roles around ?" Those girls must be
spending time with somebody. Are the somebodys afraid to admit
it? What are they hiding? Tune in again next party weekend to
find out the answers to these and other questions of destiny. In
conclusion . the results of our survey : Girls new to this campus
this fall think the way the candidate system works is bad; girls
who are candidates think the present system is OK as long as a
UMR coed wins in the end ; girls who have been around a while

Saturday, October 20, there was a bike race from St.
James to Northwye. The fastest time turned in for the
eight mile course was about 22 minutes. The
participants in order of finsih (left to right) are Phill
Davis, Scott Price, LarryRogers and Bill McPherson.
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Ugly Man winners of 1972-73 Bud Stein House C, MRHA (left) and Stan Williams Huse
D, MRHA (right).

Ugly Man Success Again
In past years

Ugly Man
Contest out of the 24
organizations that participated
a total of $8,000 was collected.
An awards banquet was given
for all the Ugly Men and every
organization that participated
was given an award for their
effort. There are two categories
that are given seperate awards.
There are for the most money
collected and the most money
per capita . Last years winners
for the most money was House
C, MRHA with $3093.42 followed
by House D, MRHA with $1920.
The winners of the most money
per capita was House C, MRHA
with $63.13 per man with House
D, MRHA collecting $40 per
man.
Theta Tau thanks the participating organizations and
those who donated their time

and money for making the Ugly
Man contest such a success. We
believe that this year's Ugly
Man Contest will be even a
greater success but your help is
needed.
We
urge
all
organizations to elect their Ugly

Man now and get started in
helping the underpriviledged
children of Phelps County. If
there are any questions contact
Mark Dombek of Delta Sigma
Phi or any of the members of
Theta Tau.

5

Better than SAE discount

Auto Parts & Ace. Speed Equip.

.HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

513 Hiway 63S

Rolla Mo.

Now Offers the

"MINI TIMMI"

RON'S SINCLAIR
63'N & 1·44
Rolla, Mo.
CALL 364·5169
STUDENT GAS
DISCOUNT

I

IF YOU NEED A CAR

s

9th & Elm
Rolla, Mo.
CALL 364·8300
GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES

Any 8" Pizza
Served Daily

11 a.m . - 2 p.m.

364-5252

Continued on Page 16

Rolla Volkswagen ((Jb
Old Hiway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection
Of New & Used Cars"

Merideth Motors
Sl Roberts, Mo.
l36-34li
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Sensored
Continued From Page 15
don't really give a ca r e.
The worst thing about being a
candidate has to be getting up for brea kfast and interviews at 7: 30
on Saturda y morning. But a s one candidate put it, " The judges
have to do it, too. " So, " what difference does it make" , "does
anybody get all psyched up a bout it anyway? " " it's screwed up",
and " 1 don't care ." How would you like to be queen for a day?

-

Do not pass " Go" .. ..Our Chancellor is gone . Long live the new
cha ncellor. whoever he is. Who will be the new chancellor of
UMR? We did hear one professor talk about it. He said that the
best way to select a new one is to form a situation where
Qualifications have little to do with the final choice. His solution
has intriguing possibilities. It's called The Parker Hall
Game and it's based on Monopoly. To play, kust alter the r ules
slightly. Instead of streets we have departments. At the beginning
every player is staked with money, so many students, grad
stude nts. assistant professors, full profs. a nd department
chairmen. Community Chest and Chance cards would change
their sayings to things like " Ypur computer is taken away" or
" Loose one instructer " or " You receive $5,000 resear ch grant."
Houses and hotels are easily a nalogous to equipment and new
buildings. The taxes might be changed to U-Wide to annoy
ever yone equally. J a il would be hard to replace ; perhaps a budget
cut or a n over all depression would work just as well. Pass Go and
collect 5 students, one grad student and an instructor. The
Parking lot has to be Traffic Safety (what else?) Each playing
piece would be a ppropriately styled as a wolf, sheep, weasel, dog,
snake . bull, etc. After setting up the game the top five or so
applica nts would be invited to play the game. During the course of
play they would display all the qualities and talents of a
chancellor ; greed, suspciion, agony, showy jobs, etc. Then the Students Busted
player who grabs the biggest scholastic empire and forces his
opponents to resign would be the new chancellor. This would
elimina te alot of agonizing guessowrk from the final decision. One Continued From Page 9
bonus for the winner is that just for a moment right there at the
end of the game ever ything is going his way.
Charges were filed on October
12 , and t he Ro ll a P olice
Dragbut ton .. .. .. .. This is the city. Rolla, Missouri. It was department tried to make the
Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 17, on the UMR campus. It had been arrests. They came to the
rather cool all day. Some people were wear ing jackets and University to find out where the
sweaters. Some people were wearing badges. Some students were students na med in the warrents
wearing buttons. Ride Their Ass' buttons. On this particular li ve d , a nd t he " em ergen cy
Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 17, these buttons were illegal to sell on locator " cards on the three
the UMR campus. We know. We bought one.
students were found to be either
3:20 p.m. A ver y brave M-Club member walks into Student inaccura te, or not there a t all .
Personnel selling Homecoming Buttons. A secretary buys one and As a result, the only way the
hin es it under her desk.
police could find the students
3: 22 Mrs. Todd discovers student salesman and escorts him to the was to a ks the University Police
door. minus his name and 10 nurnber.
to arrest them coming out of
4: 15 p.m . Assistant Student Personnel Director Joe Ward calls cl a ss. Lt. Owens said the
Traffic Safety and tells them to get 'urn.
a rrests were made in an orderly
4:16 Traffic Safety asks what " get 'urn" means.
manner , that the students were
Thursday, October 18
met coming out of class, and
9:25 a .m . UMR alumni pledge to buy 100 buttons at $1.00 a piece. escorted to a waiting car. There
1:25 p.m . Hoe Ward says he will not grant permission for the sale was no force, violence, or even
of the buttons unless Student Personnel Director Sam Burton says handcuffs used on campus until
to. Sam Burton currently out of town becoming Dr. Burton.
entering the car. In answer to
Friday. October 19
the petition, Lt. Owens points
12 :55 a .m . Dr. Burton tells A&E that he likes to approve out that the "informants" were
things for campus sale that are " conductive to an not paid out of University funds ,
academic atmosphere. " Dr. Burton has not yet determined in his and that the evidence was
mind whether 'Ride Their Ass' fits this qualification, but in the collected as the result of a state
past. he has approved such things as the GDI S financed operation. The only
ixty-Miner, which more than likely did not. A year ago M-Clul: function the University police
printed their buttons before seeking campusm sale approval, and had in the operation was the
this lead to the infamous Sam Burton Memorial Homecoming locating and apprehension of
Buttons. now cplldctor's items. Dr. Burton points out that he only the students for the city police's
approves or sells them elsewhere in town. M-Club not currentlyu arrest warrents .
in good graces with Dr. Sam Burton.
Sulze and Holman face a
11 :30 a .m. M-Club meets with Sam. Sam has a soft heart. O.K.'s sentence of five years to life, if
buttons for sale on campus.
convicted, and Zitz faces two
1: 13 p.m . Traffic Safety still wants to know what " get 'urn" five years to life sentences, and
means.
a two to ten year sentence if
Moral of the story: So go buy a button, already.
convicted .

.-------------.
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sports
Miners Bow to Bears In
49-32 Offensive Battle
Greg Haug put on his third
straight spectacular display of
passing ability, but it wasn't
enough as Southwest Missouri
State University of Springfield
rolled up 607 yards against the
Miner defense.
The score was SMS 21 , UMR
20 at the half, with UMR leading
for part of the second quarter.
For most of the third quarter
there was no scoring, until with
1 : 51 left SMS put the ball into
the Miner endzone on a three
yard run.
In the fourth quarter things
got wild and woolly. The Bears
. scored again, putting them
ahead 35-20, but the Miners
came back on· a 65 yard scoring
drive to make it 35-26. Kenton
Hupp put the ball in from the
one yard line. On the first play
after they received the ball,
though SMS broke loose for an
84 yard run to essentially put
the game out of reach. The
Miners refused to be throttled,

however, and marcnea HU yards
for still another TD, making the
score 42-32. UMR failed in twopoint conversion attempts after
each of their final two touchdowns , or the score would have
been even closer. Finally, with
5:17 left, SMS got one more
touchdown, to clinch the game.
Haug had a pass intercepted
with four minutes left and there
was then no more hope left for
the Miners.
If the Miners can get the
defense back they had in the
first three games, they may be
next
week's
tough for
homecoming game with Central
Missouri State. Greg Haug,
freshman quarter back for
UMR has shown what he can do.
In the last three games the
Miners have played, he has
completed 30 out of 54 passing
attempts. In last week 's game
he was 14 for 23 for 262 yards.
The 32 point output for the
Miners was their season best.
Merle Dillow and Stu Dunlop
were also responsi ble for

Haug 's success. DillOW, the
game's leading receiver,
caught eight passes for 106
yards. Dunlop had three catches for 139 yards.
Mike Joshua was the game's
most successful rusher , as far
as averages go, in gaining 77
yards on just four carries. Mike
Keeler added 73 yards to the
ground attack in fifteen carries .
This was the first time for quite
a while tha t the Miners
displayed a potent running
game. The total ground yardage
was 210, giving them a total
offensive output of 472 yards nothing to sneeze at. The Miners
are now 1-4-1 on the year. Next
week is another MlAA game
with Central Missouri State,
and with it being homecoming,
there promises to be a good size
crowd. Come on out and support
the Miners, there 'll be a big
crowd, but there's always room
for more. The pre-game
ceremonies will start at 1:40
and promise to be well worth
coming early for.

Kansas City Rugby Club Wins

Water 'Polo Team Fourth
In Hendrix Invitational
The UMR waterpolo team
travelled to Conway, Arakansas
this past weekend. The Miners
were one of eight teams entered
in the Hendrix Invitational, and
they came away with the fourth
place award.

Illinois University, 17-4. This is
in sharp contrast to the close
game between these two teams
the week before (a 10~ SIU
victory) .
Overall the Miners just didn't
look very good. Their shooting
was pathetic. And only the
sharp goal-tending by Mark
Mateer kept the score from
being even more lopsided.

The Miners started off well in
the first game by beating
Hendrix, 12-7. But this was the
highpoint of the day, as
everything went downhill from
here. The Miners lost the second
game to Southeast Missouri
State University, 7-4. This
wasn 't the real tragedy,
however. The terrible thing was
that the coach and captain of
the Hendrix team (whom UMR
had just beaten) were the
referees in this game. They
called a very one-sided game in
Cape's fa vor, bringing back
visions of the offiCiating in the
wrestling and boxing matches
at the Olympics. One bright
nore is that the Miners were
down 5-0 at half, but battled
back during the second half
outs coring the Indians 4-2.'

With this performance behind
them, the Miners now look
forward to the Missouri
Championships, to be held this
coming Saturday at Cape
Girardeau. The Miners are
seeded second, with Cape ahead
of them. UMR will play the
winner of the University of
Missouri-St. Louis-Washington
Univ er sity game , who will
proba bly be UMSL. If they get
by the Riverman , they will then
meet Cape for the First Place
Title. The Miners are capable of
winning the championship.
They will have to improve their
shooting and get together more
on defense. A victory over Cape
In the third game the Miners and the Missouri Championship
didn't play very well at all and would be a perfect way to end
got trounced by Southern the waterpolo season.

Heart Of America Tourney
The UMR Club traveled to St.
As the play continued to be on backs moved the ball . The
Louis Saturday and beat the Clayton's end of the field Jay conversion was missed and the
Clayton Rugby Club 26-4 with Tyra coverd a kick in the end score was 20-0.
The Clayton team receivea a
scores by Wilkes, Wykoff, zone for a try and 4 points. This
Winnie and Tyra . The second gave the Miners a 10-0 lead at penalty kick on Rolla 's 25 and
worked the ball in for a try and
team Miners went down to the half.
defeat at the hands of the St.
For the second half Winnie four points but missed the
Louis Royals.
and Dunn took a Iineout from conversion.
To end the game Rolla sco:ed
The Miners controlled the the 25 with Winnie scoring a try.
scored again as the backfield
flow of the game on both Scola kicked the conversion and
lineouts and scrums. To start made it 16-0 . Almost im- reversed and Wilkes picked his
way 20 yards for a score.
the game the Miners were on . mediately following this Tom
the 20 yard line of Clayton for an Wvkoff broke it for a try the
extended time but could not . ._ _ _~~"""'!'~~~~~~~~~~~:push the ball over in the mud.
See Us For Your Reservations
Later Jeff Wilkes forced a
fumble and then rambled for
.
sixty yards and the opening
ELEC'?R~c'ifnTUNIA~R CONDITIONING
score . Scola converted
HWY. 63 SOUTH
MARVIN L. JONES
ROLLA . MISSOURI
MANAGER
a.!ld the score was 6-0.

____,
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Contest 'entry must be taken to
Kenmark's before noon Saturday. In
case of a tie the win?er
be
determined by a drawmg ..Wmner
will be announced in the next Issue of
the MINER.
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Downs· Beta Si9
for 1m football Crown

Soccer Club Stuns Kappa Si9
Drury College, 7- J
The Miner Soccer team
grabbed its first victory of the
season last Friday night with a
· 7-1 victory against Drury
College of Springfield.
Th.e Miner offense was
· sparked by Mike Lumpke and
:~ Tom Rischteen, who eat:h
scored one goal apiece. The
. other goals for Rolla came from
· Harry Chappel, Haseeb, Hamir
and Paul Telthurst. A fair sized
crowd watched the Miners
dominate both halves with good
passes and great hustle. The

lOne goal for Drury was scored
on a penalty kick when fullback
Rich Linck dived to deflect a
rolling shot with his hand. The
ball would have been in anyway
for a goal.
Lindenwood will be in town
this Sunday Oct. 28 for a returll
match' after beating the Miners
5-3. Last September in St.
Charles Mo. The game will start
at 2:00. The Miner kickers will
be ready for them , come out and
cap off this party weekend with
soccer.

The 1M football championship
was decided last week, as
Kappa Sig upset last year's
champ, Beta Sig, in a 30-21
victory. The game was close all
the way , with Kappa Sig junping to a 14-0 lead, and Beta Sig
coming back to tie the score at
21-21 by the end of regulation
time. In the five minute overtime period, Jack Costello hit
Bob Kissack with a TD pass to
bring the score to 28-21. Two

plays later, Beta Sig fumbled in
the endzone for a safety,
bringing the score to the 30-21
final. Sig Tau dominated the
third place game, winning by a
score over Kappa Alpha.
Intramural basketball began
last week, with both men and
women seeing action. In men's
action, Engine Club ran over
the International Students, 5618, Tech took GDI 59-47, Pi
Kappa Alpha beat BSU 45-32,
Sig Pi over Lambdo Chi 52-28,

TKE thumped Acacia· 48-34,
Campus mopped A E Pi 83-17,
Sig Ep beat Liahona 49-34, and
Phi Kap beat Newm31l 45-31. In
women's play, GDI squeaked by
Kappa Delta 7-4, and WRHA
won a forfeit over Newman.
In intramura1 golf, held last
weekend, MRHA came out in
first place, with a 315 score by
Stein and Tatman. Runners-up
were Schneider and Shalliday of
Phi Kap. AI Braun, an independent, was the medalist
with a 151 score.

pi
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Steve Brown is stopped by Mike Barbaglia after a short gain. Stu Scott moves up to help
out on the stop.

o

Beta Sig quarterback Steve Brown scrambles to get
away from Kappa Sig's Jim Devous in last week's
football championship game.
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Ralph bought a 6-pak of Budweiser", and invited four friends over to share it.
Since he bought, he expected to have two cans to himself, bl!t u~~rtunately
when he returned to the refrigerator for his second, he found It mlssmg. So he
asked who took it. Al said," Joe drank it." Joe said," Dan drank it." Dan said,
"Joe, that's a lie!" And Bill said, "I didn't drink it." If only one of these
statements is true, who really drank it?
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Bud Drinkers, can
you figure this out?

MINERS
We Want
To
Service

You

At Phillips 66
irs performance that counts

SMITH'S 66
11 th and Bishop

364-1851
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Harriers Win Double Dual
Jensen Sets Course Record
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The UMR crosscountry team
got back into action last week
after a ten day rest. In a double
dual meet with the University of
Missouri-St. Louis and Lincoln
University. The crosscountry
ran extremely well. The Miners
beat UMSL 23-33 and easily beat
Lincoln U. 16-46 for the third
time of the season. In the
overall standings Phil Jensen
won the meet in a course record
time of 25: 12 which eclipses the
record time of 25: 22 set by
Lipper of Kirksville in the 1972
MIAA Conference. UMR runners took places three through
five with Bill Maples leading the
Miners in a time of 26:55. David
Craycroft finished second for
the Miners in a time of 26: 58.
Third and fourth for UMR were
Paul Andrews and Mike
Schepflin in times of 27: 28 and
27:30. After UMSL took the next
three places the Miners
wrapped up the meet by taking
the next three places. Finishing
tenth through twelfth in the
meet were Lance Jensen , John
Herman and Don Marlen.
The Miners continued the
preparation for the conference
meet in two weeks as they
traveled to the Southwest Mo.
State Invitational where they
met the stiffest competition of
their season. Teams of the likes
of Arkansas , Oklahoma , Southwest Mo., Pittsburg, Kansas,
Westminster , John Brown,
Foprt Hayes and five of the
other conference schools, gave
the Miners their best look at a
class field . The winning time
over the five mile course was
24.13 and to place in the top 40 a
time of under 26 minutes was
needed . In the nineteen school
meet UMR placed fifteenth.
Arkansas won the meet with
Oklahoma second and SWMS
Third. The other schools in the
conference fi nishing behind
SWMS were Northeast, Northwest, Central , Rolla, and
Lincoln .
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l"lmshmg first for the Miners
was Bill Maples who in sixtyth
ptace with a time of 26: 55. In
Sixty-first place was Senior
Mike Schepflin who finished in a
time of 26:57. Third for the
Miners and in seventy-seventh
was David Craycraft who
covered the five mile course in
27 :30. Rounding out the top five
scores for the Miners were Paul
Andrews and Lance Jensen who
placed in the eighties . The sixth
and seventh men for UMR were
John Herman and Don Marlen.

Conf.
W L
Southe ast Mo. 2 0
0
U ncoln U.
1
Northwest Mo.
Northeast Mo. 1 1
2
Cent ral Mo.
2
Southwest Mo.
2
Mlssourl .Rolla

Overall
J. T
3 0
3 0
4 3 0
1. S
1 5
1 5
1 5

T

\V

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3

MIAA Summaries
XORTHKo\ ST MO . 21
C t :NTRAL MO. 14
C F.STRAL
7 7 0 0--1 4
NOR1'tU:.",ST
7 14 0 {}----;21l
O - H udson 2 run ( M ull19 kick )
N-Je'nes 90 kick off ret urn (Bell
k ick )
N - ft.ablnson 5 run (Bell k ick)
C-MIlIt'r 1 run (MulliS klck)
N-Jo nes ~3 pass from full (BeH
k ick)

LlN COJ..S " ~OK.TKW tiST MO. 3
LlNCULN
0 7 0 6-7
NOItrrHWt."ST
:1 0 0 0--3

~~rStne8~:S

SAT URDAY'S OA..'IES
No rtheast Mo. vs. Northwest MO .. at
Maryville, ,2 p.m.
Centra l Mo. vs. Mlssourl.JRolla at
Rolla, 2 'P.m.
southeast Mo. VS. Lincoln at Jeffer son City. 1 :30 p. m .

S O UT H\\' t:~T

~LU. " 9 , MU · ROLlA:Jt
6 14 0 12- 32
)10. 14 ,
7 21 - 4 9

S'W- Herman 1 r un (Kruse kick)
SW- Ta.bron 4 ru n ( Kr use kick)

R-Joshua 5 pass from H:l.Il:; {'klck

R~~~~rOp

-- I

::r:::

79 pass from Hau,g
(Wisch k ick)
X-Joehua 65 ruofl ( Wisch k ick)
SW-LawSQn 8 pass from Stringer
(K ru se k ick )
SW -Herma n 3 run (,Kruse kick)
SW-Herman 3 run (KrU!'le kick)
R----;H u pp 1 ru n (.pass failed)

83 run (Kruse k ick)
SW----Geddee 65 pass (rom Stringer
(Kruse kick )

SW~H er m a n

R1-Hupp 1 run (p3SS failed)

from Presllent

(P aige kick )

?;Jrederic's C9olonial 1Jillage

-

TAVERN OP EN 10 am to 1 am
Frosted mugs-Coldest Beer.in Town-Sa ndwiches

SATURDA\ "S RESUlJI'S

Lincoln 7, Northwest 3
Northwest 49. Missouri u.·RoIl.a

SUlJ THW.., .1'
:U U. HOI. I.i\

Steak-Shrimp-Ch icken-Se rved In Fred erics Restaura nt
Hwy 63 & Cedar

Rolla , Mo.

364·1503

("')

::z:;.

rr-

youbu~

'em full

we'll buy

'emempfy

Sell us our cans. We'll give\,ou lO¢ a po un d (abo ut V2 ce nt a can)
for all Stag aluminum cans or anyone el se 's - th a t you bring
~o Stag recycling centers. Now , a brief pause for a comm e rcial :
'when you want to c hase a beer with a be e r, sta rt with Stag."

STAG RECYCLING CENTER
-

I

DE LEO DISTRIBUTING, INC.
Highway P & Highway 19 - Cuba, Mo.
Open: Sat. 9 AM - Noon
C 1972 CARLING-BR(WING COMPAN'I' . 8(tL(VlllL . III
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MISSOURI MINER

Ruggers Crush Clayton, 26-4;
Wilkes, Wycoff Score for UM R
By participating in the Heart
of America Rugby Tournament
this weekend the UMR Rugby
Club moved their record to 3-l.
The local ruggers were entered
in the tournament against 29
other teams from Minnesota to
Oklahoma and from Colorado to
Ohio. The Kansas City Blues
won the tourney and outscored
their opponents 112 to lQ in five
games .
In first round action UMR
shut out the Topeka Rugby Club
16-{). On the opening score f~r
the Miners Karl Schenke took It
in for a tryon a pass from Jack
Phillips at the five yard lme
after a penalty kick. Rick Scola
converted the kick after to give
Rolla a 6-0 lead.
The Miners controlled the
field play but were unable to
score until late in the second
half when Bob Dunn caught a
Don Grana kick on the 2 yard
line and carried in over for a try
and the kick was wide to give a
score of 10-0 for the Miners.

The last score of the game
came as Rolla controlled a
lineout on the Topeka 20 and the
backs broke it as Karl Schenke
carried it over. Rick Scola
converted the kick after to
establish a 16-0 game winning
score ...
In the second game Rolla was
overwhelmed by the KC Blues
29-0. The Rolla Ruggers moved
close on several occasions but
could not break it over. The
Miners were not out of the game
until the middle of the second
half as they were only behind 10o at the half.
The KC Blues went on to
defeat the St. Louis Falcons 184 Aspen Colorado the defending
t~urnament champs, 26-0, and
Des Moines Iowa 10-6 to win the
tournament.
This week the Rolla ruggers
will play the Central Missouri
State Warrensburg Rugby Club
at 11:00 Saturday at the intramural fields to add some
extra excitement to the
homecoming party weekend.

SEMO, LU Deadlocked
In Tight MIAA Race

Harmon Football Highlights
There's no doubt that one of
the outstanding games of every
college football season is the
struggle between Notre Dame
and Southern California. As
usual, both teams are in our top
twenty , but neither has shown
the awesome power that was
predicted in preseason. The
Trojans were tied early in the
season by Oklahokma, but they
were beaten in the statistics.
The Irish are undefeated, but
playing a schedule that hasn't
been that demanding. For 9thranked Notre Dame and IOthranked Southern Cal, national
Prestige is at stake again. Our
pick is Notre Dame by just two
points.
Missouri goes right from one
tough ball game to another. For
that matter, everyone in the Big
8 Conference seems to have that
kind of schedule this fall.
Though they weren't upset by
Oklahoma State as we thought

Warrensburg. Larry Jones
starred for Kirksville, as he
scored on a 90-yard kickoff
return and a 53-yard pass
reception from Bruce Hall.
The CMSU Mules scored first
on a 2-yard plunge by Andrew
Hudson . Jones' kickoff return
for the TD immediately
followed. Marv Robinson then
scored for NMSU with a five
yard bolt, in the second period.
Ray Miller tied the score with a
one yard dive, again in the
second quarter . Just before the
end of the half, Jones caught the
TD bomb from Hall, a Rolla
native for a 21-14 halftime lead.
There was no scoring in 'the
second half.
Kirksville raised their conference record to 1-1, while
Warrensburg's record fell to 1-

week , there were two games
played besides the Miner B~ar
arne - Lincoln at Maryville
~nd Warrensburg at Kirksville.
At Maryville, it was a clash of
last year's co-champs, as
Lincoln nudged Northwest by a
7-3 score. Cornelius President
connected with James Cooper
for a 15 yard touchdown pas.s to
give Lincoln the Saturday rught
victory.
The Bearcats ' only score
came on a 34 yard field goal by
Ste e Stokes.
Oliver Paige, who. kic~ed
Lincoln 's extra POlOt , 10 tercepted a pass on his own 10
with 1: 09 left in the game to stop
a Maryville drive that began on
their own 23 and preserved the
Tigers' victory.
2.
Lincoln a 1-0 in the MIAA
Southeast Missouri State, as
while Maryville stands at 2-l.
At Kirksville, NMSU picked yet undefeated in conference
up their first win of the season play , idle this weekend .
with a 21-14 victory over

l-OKLAHOMA
2-0HIO STATE
3-ALABAMA
+-MICHIGAN
5--PENN STATE

Air Force

~r~~~:.. State

~r~z~~~rate

:g~~~g cg'i::~

Brigham Young

6-MISSOURI
7-NEBRASKA
8-U.C.L.A.
8-NOTRE DAME
10--SOUTHERN CAL

ACCOUNTING COMPUTER DIVISION

Recruiting at
Rolla University
October 31, 1973
We are seeking engineering majors who want !o
en joy the rewards offered by our dynamiC
co m puter indust ry.
Located in Wi chi ta ... and build a future w~ile you
he lp us build new comp ut er products . We II so~n
be in a new, ultra-modern facility ...an.d there s
room for engineers w ith growth potentia I.
Come in and see us Oct ober 31. Let ~s tell the N~C
story, and see if you aren't as eXCIted about t e
future as we are!
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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State

~ ~wsaLOUisiana
~f

20

~~'~~~~f

fr~~~~n~tate
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Appalachian

Colorado State

15
~

~~T~E.P.

g~~g~~~

~~~gg

23
26

East Tennessee
Kentucky
Dartmouth

~~~st;~OSS
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~!~f~tate
Long

L.S.U.

17
29

Louisville

~'fa~~n~'a.

35

Miami (Ohio)
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~:~~Sj;fpi
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State

State
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1~

8
24

1~

1~

~~~~rn

~~ ~i:i:
rs~ ~~~~~i'lirolina

Beach

1~

13

~~~~Ie

~

Georgia
Harvard

Bucknell

17

~~~~~~e

ll-ARIZONA STATE
l2-HOUSTON
l3-L S U
l+-TEXAS
l5--TEXAS TECH

Major Colleges

Cal Poly (S.L.O.)

C· 'nnati
D~nkc~

~

7
20

i8

J

12
16
10

~

Syracuse

r,~~~~sota

7

21

i~

~~~r~e~~I~ississippi
Colorado

i:1~

i~

~k1~~oma

186

20

State
San Jose State

~~h~i:~~t~tate ~g ~~h C:~~fisna

North Carolina State ~~

Clemson

t~
13

~~r~e~~~nois

23

~~~f~~r~tcg:,

2}

Ohio State

~

~~~s~,,;es~~~

7

27
17

Washington

g~~~~ma
Pacific

NCR

they might be, they remamed the two powers, unlO :state and
6th in the nation. 17th-ranked Michigan, move methodically
Colorado meets the Tigers thiS through their schedules ~owa~d
week as each game in the Big 8 their eventual champIOnship
has both conference an~ clash on November 24th. The
national importance. Missouri Buckeyes, still second, are 37
will win by 4 points.
..
points stronger than NorIn the East there's stili Just
thwestern, and the WQlverines,
one power, ~nd the I;Iittany in 4th - place, will win the an:
Lions of Penn State are It. But, nual battle of the Little Brown
like Notre Dame, they are Jug , beating Minnesota .by "no
without a very strong schedule.
And emerging as the third top
This week they play West independent this year along
Virginia a team that started with Notre Dame and Penn
strong a~d has faded in recent State is Houston. The cougars,
weeks. Penn State, rated 5th, ranked no. 12, are still unwill beat the Mountaineers by 30 defeated and are looking for
points.
what could be another big win.
Alabama was the noisy Houston is favored over Auburn
survivor in its big clash with by ten points.
Tennessee last Saturday, and
Oklahoma and Arizona State
the third-ranked Tide takes on will continue their power
V.P.I. this week. Barring a let- football.
The top-ranked
down Alabama should "sur- Sooners will beat Kansas State
vive'" again, this time by 35 by 31 points, and the undefeated
points.
. Sun Devils" or not. 11 natIOnal.
It gets to be rather old hat m power will whip Oregon State by
the Big Ten week after week as 26 points.

The Harmon Football Forecast
Saturday, Oct. 27th -

In MlAA football action this

ln3
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~~~~SYAi:r~a
~~~~~~rgh
Richmond

~~~g6~go State

~i
~i
~~

17

~~i~~et~~ara
West Virginia

~~~igan

~;IU~bi~siana
CU

~

~ice'

Texas A & M
Texas Tech
Tulane

14

Baylor

~t~hL.A.
~~~h~~agton
State
West Texas

,We ste rn Mich igan
~:~~~r;:s~ Mary

24

~~

20
II
21

7

0
6

i:~~:ssee

~:

g

~~

State
Northern Michigan

~~

40

1~

~k~~~a

Southern Illinois

nm~

State

1~

17

~~~~i'a Tech
California

~

10
15
7

¢J~~~n}orest
~trc~~~d
.
U

}~
i~8

Indiana

6
13

~.~~l.

Other Games - South and Southwest
Ab ilen e Chri stian
Al bany State
AUs tin Peay
Ca rso n -N ewman
Cataw ba
Chattanooga
Ea st Texas
Eliza beth Oity
El o n
Fra nklin
Glenville
Ha mpden-Syd ney
Howa rd Pay ne
Jac kso nv i li e
Jo hn Carroll

t~v~rs,:~~n Tech
Mars Hill

~fs~r:s~~pi

College

Murray
Nicholls
Pine Bluff
Randolph -Macon .
Samford

24
35
21
24
20
24
28
21
21
14
26
23

29
21
15
24
30
22
24
31
22
17
14
17
20

An gel o State
M orri s Brow n
M a rtin
Lenoir- Rhyn e
P resbyte ri a n
Tennessee Tech
Southw est Texa s
Fayetteville
Wofford
M a ryv ill e
West Va. State
Emory & He nry
Sa m Houston
Del ta
Bethany
Henderson
SE Louisi a na
Gardn er-Webb
Troy State
Monticello (Ark .)
Eastern Kentuc ky
Florence
Kentucky State
Guilford
Newberry

21
6
17
20
16
22
20
12
7
7
14
20

o

10

6
13
7
13

23

13
17
15
6
13
17

Sewanee
Southern State

~!~~es ~I~gr

Texas Lutheran
West liberty
Western Kentucky

l6-0KLAHOMA STATE
l7-COLORADO
l8-KANSAS
l8-TENNESSEE
20--TULANE
16
~

28
21
36
34

Washington & Lee
Ouachita

~~~~ro~s Tech
McMurry
Concord
Morehead

14
21
20

13
6
7

o

Other Games - East
Alfred
American Int' l
Amherst
Bridgeport
C W Post
Central Connecticut
Clarion
Coast Guard
Connecticut
Delaware Valley
Fra nklin & Marshall
Ki ng's Poi nt
Lehigh
Middlebury
Millersville
Montclair
New Hampshire
Norwich
Rhode Island
Rochester

Slippery

Rock

Towson
Vermont
West Chester
Western Maryland
Westminster
Wil liams

21

Cortland

~:

~~f'ef!~ld

24
27
36
31
20
26
19
22
23
33

Ithaca
Drexel
Glassboro
California State
Worcester Tech
Massachusetts
Upsala
Lebanon Valley
Wagner
Gettysburg

~~

21
20
24
25
22
23
15
28
40

23
27
30

~:.{ Stroudsbu(g

Southern Conn.
Northeastern
Bates
Boston U
Trinity
Indiana U
Johns Hopkins
Hofstra
K,utztown
Dickinson
Taylor
Tufts

7
14
7
16
19

o

6
14
24
7
13
21

o

7
14
20
7
6
20
20
17
6
13
7
13
7
l2

Other Games - Midwest
Albion

Ashland

~::?Wk~;';'eallace
~:;,nearo~ista

17
21

~
~~

g:~~i:ii~~~~lg~ist

~

Central Ok lah oma
Colorado Coll ege

20
17
28

~~~ce
24
~s~~ntra~~~lia:a~ma ~~

Emporia State
Evansville

~~
21

Central
Iowa Wesleyan
Langston

~~

~n~na

~~~~~

Millikin
Missouri Valley
Muskingum
Nebraska Wesleyan
Northern Colorado

~~rt~~~s~uri

10

15
27
35

21
15
20
31

~~

Northwood
Rolla

20
22

Southern Colorado
Wayne , Mi c h.

31

~i: ~:;Yh 'S

~:~i:~~ R~~~:~a

Wi tten be rg

~~

21

~
34

Adrian

Hillsdale
Capital
Middle Tennessee
Simpson
SE Oklahoma
case-Reserve
Gracetand
Panhandle
Washington, Mo.
Anderson
Concordia, Neb.
Trinity
Youngstown
Missouri Southern
SW Missouri
Kalamazoo
Valparaiso
Principia
SW Oklahoma
SE Missouri
Ohio Wesleyan
Culver-Stockton
William Jewell
Denison
Midland
Washburn
Mayville
NE Missouri
Ferris
.
Central MiSSOUri
Eastern Illinois
Southwestern , Kan .·
Pittsburg
Chicago Circle
Omaha
Indiana State
Mt. Union

15
14
10

14
7
21
7
13
6
7

o

14
24
7
12
19
8

o

7
7
14
14

o

7
6
13
6

o

10
10
20
13

o

17
7

14
16

o

Other Games - Far West
cal Lutheran
Central Wa shin gton

21

31

g~a:i~m ont

.
~~
Eas tern New M eXICO 22
Ea st e rn Ore gon
26
Eastern Washington 21
Fullerton
~~

ttcitW:~~eles

27
24
28

Nevada (La s Vegas)
Northern Ari zona
Pacific Lutheran
Pacific U

21

W~~orft,raser

~

~~~f;n~~und

20

~

LaVern e

~~g~a Tec h

7

6

Sacramento
.
6
Western New MeXICO 10
Western Washington 13

~~~!~~d (~!~~)

San Francisco

~~S~~~ .
Northrid ge
Lewis & Cia rk
College of Idaho
Whittier
Occidental
Chico State
Southern Oregon

~~
2~

17
15
6
6
0
0
19

6

